



MINISTRY FORMATION OF EMERGING CHRISTIAN LEADERS:   




In South Africa, more men and women enter the vocation of Christian ministry on 
a continuous basis. Some do this in an informal way; whereas, others follow certain 
prescribed processes of their churches which ultimately leads to them being ordained to 
pastoral roles. However, the gap between the rich and the poor continues to widen at an 
exceedingly high rate in South Africa. This means that the context in which the church 
serves is characterized by many social ills. As a result, those who live on the margins of 
society are the biggest sufferers of our fractured and broken society.  
Therefore, the question is: what type of ministry practitioners should the church 
have in order to ensure that their practice of ministry responds to the transformational 
needs of their local contexts? This study addressed the question of ministry formation of 
the emerging leaders in the churches of different traditions. The literature review 
provided helpful models and guides for the effective formation of leaders. These were 
subsequently explored further by engaging with nine emerging ministry leaders/pastors, 
nine senior church leaders, as well as four executives of theological institutions. A 
combination of individual interviews, as well as a focus group, further created awareness 
among the participants of the need for those aspiring to enter (or have just entered) 
 
ministry to become fully aware of the context to which God is inviting them to serve. 
More importantly, the process of spiritual, ministry, and strategic formation of a Christian 
leader was highlighted. 
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Overview of the Chapter 
 
Chapter One forms the basis of the entire dissertation. It provides the main reason 
for not only my desire to research the topic of my interest but also the reasons for me to 
dedicate almost three years of my life to delve deep into a rigorous ministry research and 
writing project. The chapter begins with my personal experience as it relates to my topic 
of choice. The problem that necessitated the need for the study is identified. This is 
further elaborated in the purpose statement as are the four key research questions that the 
study seeks to answer. 
The chapter provides a theological rationale that necessitated such a study in my 
local context, i.e. the four identified churches in Pinetown and surrounding areas. The 
information and participants were of primary interest as well as those excluded from the 
study. Methods that were utilized to conduct research are listed and described in detail. 
The chapter concludes with a broad identification of literature sources reviewed which 












Conducting a ministry study on the formation of emerging leaders for Christian 
service, particularly those serving in the margins of society, propels me to also reflect on 
my own ministry formation process. I am reminded of the time when God affirmed the 
prophet Jeremiah that he was his chosen one, that he, in fact, knew him long before he 
(Jeremiah) came into existence (Jer. 1.5). This means that God took Jeremiah through a 
deep leadership formation process using various events and people to achieve such. 
From Genesis to Revelation, the Bible tells of powerful and sometimes painful 
stories of different leaders, men and women, who were chosen to serve in specific roles 
and were to provide various ministry services to many of God’s people. These leaders 
came mainly in a form of prophets and kings and in the New Testament as apostles, 
evangelists, and teachers of the Word of God. The Lord Jesus Christ included, these 
leaders underwent their individually tailored and unique formation processes by God. 
Thinking about the fact that God constantly forms, shapes, and sharpens leaders for 
ministry not only reminds me of my own formation process but ignites interest for me to 
want to know what experiences other Christian leaders have when it comes to their 
preparedness for ministry leadership.   
 Given the role of a general overseer I currently play in our denomination, one of 
my duties is to ensure that all those who are ordained as pastors and deacons follow the 
due process that is stipulated by our church. Having been inducted into the role of 
president of our church in 2016, I had the privilege of personally presiding over the 
ordination of our leaders for first time in the year 2017.  I am aware that the way to 
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ordination in our church is not as rigorous as those of other denominations. Since I joined 
our 122 years old church in 1979 as a teenager, I have never heard emphasis being made 
that ministry candidates should, for instance, undergo a thorough theological training 
program in preparation for their ministry service. Other than our annual Synod meetings 
(an exclusively pastors and deacons gathering) which tend to deal with organizational 
internal issues, there is not much attention given to the development of spiritual leaders.  
Becoming a circuit minister (local church with branches) in our church merely 
requires one to have been a member of a church for at least five years, be twenty-five 
years or older, and be a married man (which is unfortunate in the twenty-first century). At 
the 2018 annual conference (the highest decision making gathering of general 
membership), a decision was made that all ministerial candidates, including their spouses, 
must undergo a six month preparation program designed by our own church. Having been 
ordained as a pastor of our denomination in 2010 and leading a local church (circuit with 
three branches in different communities), I have never received any training or mentoring 
preparing me to assume a pastoral role. 
This does not mean I was not somehow formed and shaped by God to live out my 
ministry calling. The ten years (1999-2009) I was away from my church of twenty years 
then exposed me to a much broader social and religious world than I had previously 
known. This was one of the moments/phases I can confidently say God used to further 
sharpen me for the ministry that he had long pre-destined for me. During this time, I met 
many leaders from different Christian traditions. I began to notice different ways leaders 




During my ten-year absence from my original church, I came to know many 
people, and I was certainly introduced to the broader body of Christ I had never known 
before. I observed different ministry leadership styles by leaders of many churches and 
independent ministries. I paid attention and showed special interest in the types of 
preaching and teachings I was being exposed to at various gatherings. Leaders’, 
particularly pastors’, personal lifestyles was another area of interest for me, and I became 
more convinced that a spiritual leader’s personal/private life is almost inseparable from 
his/her ministry/kingdom life.  
Since returning to my original church in 2009, I have attended many informal and 
formal theological trainings. My seminary master’s degree program was on leadership. It 
was rooted in theology, and had a strong bias towards missiology.  During this program, I 
was exposed to a lot of very rich spiritual leadership material. I became more aware of 
the need for a Christian leader to be properly formed so as to be able to be fruitful in their 
ministry vocation. 
I desire to see Christian leaders who imitate Christ and have a Christlike 
character. The formation of a leader’s heart, hands, and head is a critical factor when it 
comes to joining God in his mission for the world. While it is important for a leader to 
possess strategic knowledge and skills and to have ministry gifts that are essential in 
fulfilling one’s divine calling, spiritual formation is at the core of such a leadership 






Statement of the Problem  
 
Although possessing general leadership skills may benefit the society at large, 
Christian leadership development follows an approach that produces God fearing and 
Christ-centered leaders. This is even more critical in an era that is dominated by celebrity 
pastors who often display characters that lacks integrity. As a result, society continuously 
raises questions about the authenticity of religious leadership. There seem to be poor 
ministerial formation of emerging Christian leaders. This is sadly demonstrated in a 
growing number of pastors who employ ministry strategies that are geared towards self-
enrichment and building their own personal empires rather than advancing the kingdom 
agenda. 
The problem is further witnessed in teachings that are less Christ focused but 
more self-centered. More worrisome is the growing number of leaders who start their 
ministry well but unfortunately finish poorly. Hence, the need to address the problem of 
leaders who seem to be ill-prepared for the ministry of serving, particularly those on the 
margins of society.  
 
Purpose of the Project 
 
The purpose of this study was to identify and measure the standards being used to 
prepare (train and form) emerging pastors from various selected denominations of 







Below are questions carefully developed and aligned to the purpose statement to 
guide the study, thus ensuring that as much relevant information is gathered, analyzed, 
and interpreted to address the problem initially identified which necessitated the need for 
the study. 
 
Research Question #1 
What are the theological schools teaching emerging pastors to prepare them for 
ministry leadership? 
 
Research Question #2 
What are the denominations expecting their emerging pastors to be trained on? 
 
Research Question #3 
How are denominations either influencing changes in what schools teach and/or 
augmenting with their own training? 
 
Rationale for the Project  
 
South Africa has experienced a number of strange practices by many different 
religious leaders as well as the organizations they lead.  Many harmful effects on 
people’s health and general wellbeing have been reported. The church has not been 
immune to this. Many cases of church leaders who commit harmful acts have been 
reported for a lengthy period of time in the various media outlets.  
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This trigged a countrywide re-action from people who began to question religious 
motives which thus compelled the South African government to institute a Commission 
on Religion. Many church leaders, particularly those that had been reported for 
performing strange acts under the name of religion, were summoned to appear before the 
commission’s nationwide hearings. This also developed interest among many people and 
the commission concerning the process and procedures churches follow to ordain/assign 
people into ministry.  
Another contributing factor to the quest for ministry leadership formation has to 
do with a growing number of church leaders who seemingly start their leadership task 
well but finish poorly. Among the challenges that contribute to the leader’s demise that 
are noted by Reese and Loan as a result of the study conducted by J. Robert Clinton are 
misuse of finances, power, pride, sexual immorality, family issues, and leaders who 
simply plateau in their leadership. 
Apostle Paul applauds anyone who wants to be a leader. He, in fact, says it is a 
good ambition to desire such (1 Tim. 3.1). Among the qualities listed by Paul is that a 
leader must not be a new convert. This implies that to qualify for Christian leadership, 
one must be proven to have undergone a thorough formation process. For instance, the 
head of the Anglican Church of Southern Africa announced in October 2018 on various 
media platforms that their future ministerial candidates would have to obtain police 
clearance before they are licensed to practice ministry under the auspices of their church. 
The following were some of the reasons why conducting a detailed study on the 
research topic was critical: (1) The Great Commission (Discipleship and Multiplication) - 
The mission of the church is rooted in scripture, particularly the charge given by Jesus 
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Christ as it is clearly stated in Matthew 28.19-20. Jesus Christ’s ministry of thirty-three 
years on earth did not only demonstrate how ministry ought to be carried out but that the 
church’s continued existence long after Jesus departed this world remain a living legacy 
of ministry well done. Jesus ensured that what he started continued by recruiting and 
taking his disciples through a deep leadership formation process. Devoting time to study 
the proposed topic highlighted the need for the church to prioritize the selection and 
development of future leaders, thus ensuring that the legacy of Jesus Christ was 
preserved. Although the primary objective of the research was to study the process of the 
formation of emerging ministry leaders, the ultimate goal is the fulfillment of the great 
commission for which the church primarily exists to keep alive. (2) Christian leadership 
authenticity - In his sermon on the mount, Jesus calls on Christians to be a shining 
example in the world, to be salt and light (Matt. 5.13-14). This is an invitation to the type 
of leadership that is founded on good values and principles. As such, this would address 
the leadership void, develop confidence, restore hope, and address some misgivings that 
the world seem to have against the church. Also, it is often said that the world does not as 
such lack intelligent leaders, but that it is in dire need of authentic, credible leaders of 
high morals, ethics, and of good character. Society at large is constantly loosing hope on 
politicians to display the type of qualities listed above. Thus, the need for such a study to 
awaken the church to provide leadership that is credible enough to have a fruitful impact 






Definition of Key Terms 
 
Ministry leadership formation 
Ministry leadership formation refers to a special kind of leadership development that does 
not simply follow the worldly ways of leadership development.  Rather, ministry 
leadership formation places a huge emphasis on a spiritual leader acquiring kingdom 
principles as well as ensuring a deep inward personal transformative spiritual journey 
which is ultimately witnessed outwardly through a leader’s fruitfulness in his/her 
ministry context. Ministry leadership formation also means enabling leaders to become 
aware of their ministry gifts and strategic/intellectual skills that they need to sharpen in 
order to be effective. 
 
Ministry leadership mentoring 
Although the success of mentoring in the Christian tradition is mainly measured by the 
multiplication of disciples of Christ, in this case ministry leadership mentoring is based 
on the Bible stories that have proven successful when it comes to intentional relationships 
that seek to empower, support, and come alongside others in their ministry leadership 
journey. These include mentoring relationships between leaders such as (mentor/mentee) 
Naomi and Ruth, Moses and Joshua, Elijah and Elisha, Maria and Elizabeth, Jesus and 
John the Baptist, Jesus and his disciples, and Paul and Timothy. Ministry leadership 
mentoring is a process of development of Christian leaders that Reese and Loane says 





Henri Nouwen cautions that Christian leaders need to guard against the temptation of 
being relevant. This means that true leadership should not be based on worldly standards 
but should be modelled on the character of Christ whom Christians serve, preach, and 
ultimately call people to follow. Christlike character is, therefore, a process of leadership 
development that seeks to equip a leader with values and principles that reflect Christ in a 
leader’s life and the practice of his/her leadership. 
 
Emerging leadership 
Emerging leadership refers to Christian workers whom God have called to ministry and 
are beginning the process of their unique ministry formation. As they emerge, all 
Christian leaders of all vocations pursue their calling by undergoing a process that consist 
of early, middle/maturing, and later ministry phase. According to J. Robert Clinton in his 
book, The Making of a Leader, emerging leadership involves a process with two distinct 
patterns; namely: foundational ministry and the discovery of gifts (91).  
 
Finishing well 
Finishing well can be explained better in the words of apostle Paul when he says: “I have 
fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith” (2 Tim. 4.7 CSB). 
These are words of the one who is sure of his positive impact upon others’ lives, hence 
the assurance and eagerness in receiving the deserved crown of righteousness from the 
Lord.  Reese and Loane reckon that finishing well is based not only on the desire but a 
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conscious effort for a leader to lead a faithful life that ultimately seeks to, “pass on values 




The study involved eight accredited institutions that provide theological education 
in in different parts of South Africa. The institutions fit the following three categories; 
Bible colleges, seminaries, and universities/faculties of theology. Also included as part of 
the respondents for the study were seven senior church leaders (bishops) of 
denominations of different traditions as well as seven pastors who did not necessarily 
come from the same denominations as the above-mentioned bishops.  
The study did not include Christian leaders in general but rather those who fit the 
description of emerging leaders. Thus, the focus was on those who were at least five or 
less years into their ministry leadership journey even though they might have been 
Christians for a longer period. To ensure that numerous varied views were gathered, 
participants were specifically selected such that they represented denominations of 
various traditions. Whether or not emerging pastors had received formal or informal 













Review of Relevant Literature  
 
To ensure that the questions of this study were adequately addressed, various 
relevant sources were reviewed. Attention was particularly paid to themes that relate to 
broad and secular leadership theories. However, a special focus was on the subject of 
Christian leadership, particularly with regards to the spiritual formation of leaders, the 
sharpening of their ministry gifts, as well as the shaping of their strategic ministry skills. 
Sources were, therefore, grouped into the following two broad categories: Secular 
leadership development and Christian leadership formation, zooming into the themes 
such as: Leadership selection and training, Christian leaders discipleship/mentoring, 
Christian leader formation and ministry context, Secular versus Spiritual leadership, 
Bible Centered leadership, and Christian leader formation of the heart-hands-head. 
Among the material reviewed were those written by notable and influential 
figures such as John Maxwell and Myles Munroe, John Adair who speaks more about the 
person of a leader and his/her influence on others as well as kingdom leadership 
principles. With regards to the formation of the leader’s character and spirituality, Robert 
Greenleaf, Henri Nouwen, Dallas Willard, Robert Mulholland Jr, Ruth Haley Barton, and 
Shelley Trebesch, among others, were useful sources to read. On the issue of the 
selection and ongoing formation process of a spiritual leader particularly in a Christian 
setting as well as congregational pastoral preparation/training and their life-long 
development, the writings of Christian leadership scholars such as J. Robert Clinton, 
Reese and Loane, William H. Willimon, H. Newton Malony, J. Oswald Sanders, Henry 
& Richard Blackaby, Mark Labberton, and Perry and Easley were consulted.  
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Christian leadership books, conference papers, relevant journals, and academic 
studies such as dissertations were valuable sources to consult. In order to ascertain 
information about the calling to ministry and the formation process they underwent, the 
lives of some of our Christian leaders of the past centuries were studied closely. These 
included reading the writings and spiritual biographies of Christian reformation and 
protestant ancestors such as Martin Luther, Ulrich Zwingli, Menno Simons, William 
Tyndale, John Calvin, John Knox, Roger Williams, Francis Asbury, Charles and John 
Wesley. The objective was to have insight into their spiritual formation, their processes 
of being formed and shaped for their unique ministry callings as well as their teachings 
on the formation of Christian leaders.  
A considerable amount of time was also spent reviewing leadership development 
programs of various churches/para-church organizations and ministry organizations. This 
included engaging with senior church leaders to obtain their views on the processes or 
programs they follow for selecting and preparing emerging leaders for ministry.  
To gain a better understanding on a ministry leader’s formation in the African 
context, particularly in South Africa, credible sources such as institutes, individual 
writers, and scholars were reviewed including the Roman Catholic’s St Joseph 
Theological Institute, Methodist’s Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary, the non-
denominational but evangelical Union Bible Institute, Evangelical Seminary of Southern 
Africa, South African Theological Seminary, and Mukhanyo Theological College as well 
as the theological departments/faculties of University of KwaZulu-Natal, University of 
South Africa, Pretoria University, and University of Stellenbosch.  
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Notable writers and scholars that were consulted who practiced Christian ministry 
leadership in particular and were either of African descent or those whose specialty is the 
African religion studies in general and whose works enriched the research project both in 
content and contextual relevance included Desmond Tutu, Tinyiko Maluleke, J.N.K 
Mugambi, Kwame Bediako, Sanneh Lamin, Tukunboh Adeyemo, as well Ajith Fernado 
and Miguel De La Torre who provided a unique perspective from the broader Christian 
majority world.  
 
Research Methodology  
 
This project is a pre-intervention research project implemented over three months 
through the administration of individual and institutional interviews as well as focus 
groups.  
Upon collection of qualitative data, participants’ views were assessed by referring 
to the Theological School Inventory (TSI). This is a scale used by many seminaries, 
mainly abroad but mostly applicable in other global contexts, as an entrance test.  The 
psychology of ministerial candidates was also evaluated.  The design of interview 
questions and the focus groups that were conducted took into account the above-
mentioned method’s seven critical aspects of ministry leadership preparedness.   
While a combination of instruments were utilized during the data collection 
phase, the approach was not a blanket one. Semi-structured interviews were individually 
administered with principals of theological institutions or their designated persons as well 
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as randomly selected senior church leaders. The third category of research participants, 
i.e. emerging pastors, were all engaged through focus group sessions 
The questionnaires that were filled out by participants together with the data 
collected through focus groups discussions provided the much-needed qualitative data 
which served as the basis for the analysis of the findings of the study. 
 
Type of Research 
Limited use of mixed research methods occurred given that the purpose of the study was 
to determine what constitutes the formation of emerging ministry leaders (pastors), 
particularly the components covered during their training thus, engaging respondents who 
are both on the giving and receiving end of such (training institutions, denominational 
leaders, and pastors). As such, interview protocols as well as focus groups were used to 
collect the qualitative data for this pre-intervention study.  
 
Participants 
Participants for the study fell into three categories: (1) accredited theological 
institutions that are recognized by denominations as legitimate providers of ministry 
leadership training, (2) bishops/senior church leaders from various traditions, and (3) 
emerging pastors with one to ten years ministry experience who are actively involved in 
ministry either as congregational leaders or serving in other ministry leadership 
capacities. Emerging pastors were aged between twenty-five to fifty-five years, the 
majority of which were men due to male dominance in pastoral positions, but women 
took part as well. Bishops, irrespective of their status, were engaged by virtue of being 
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general overseers of their respective denominations. In addition to the institutions being 
formally recognized in the field of theological education and in order to get different 
perspectives, university faculties of theology, Bible colleges, and seminaries were 
included. Different methods were employed to recruit participants. Institution principals 
were approached via email with a follow-up phone call. Senior church leaders were 
contacted by email and telephone while emerging pastors were also directly approached 
via email and telephone.  
 
Instrumentation  
  Three research instruments were employed for this study: 
1.  Interview protocols that were administered through semi-structured one on one 
interviews with either school principals or their designated persons and in other cases 
through the telephone. This process sought to ascertain data on what institutions are 
training pastors on. (see Appendix-B) 
2. Semi-structured interviews with a specific set of questions were individually 
conducted with senior church leaders to determine their denomination’s expectations of 
the type of training they expect from theological institutions as well as ascertain 
information on what denominations themselves are providing to “fill in the gap,” if any. 
(see Appendix-C) 
3. Structured focus groups with a set of questions were conducted with a select group 
of pastors from various denominations to collect data on what emerging pastors expect to 





Data was collected using interview protocols. Principals of institutions or their 
designated person’s views completed the interview questionnaire either through one-on-
one interviews with the principal study researcher, through telephonic interviews, or 
through email.  
Senior church leaders completed interviews forms that were administered with 
each bishop on a one-to-one basis in regard to their denomination’s expectations of the 
training of their pastors. 
Two three-hour long focus group sessions were conducted with the selected 
emerging pastors. The facilitation of the sessions was aided by posing five brief open-
ended questions which also created the possibility of posing follow-up questions when it 
was necessary.  
 
Data Analysis 
As a pre-intervention project, a qualitative method was utilized to conduct 
research by way of interview protocols with a set of questions uniquely developed for 
each of the three categories of respondents and focus groups. While interview protocols 
were administered with theological institutions and denominational senior leaders, focus 
groups were conducted with the identified emerging pastors who had also been formally 
invited to participate in the study. Qualitative data collected during focus groups and the 
semi-structured interviews was analyzed using a coding system of similar themes, topics, 





   Christian leadership is a global task. As such, the formation of emerging ministry 
leaders and all the challenges and joys that are associated with it affects our universal 
community of faith. Therefore, the findings of this project will not only be applicable to 
the denominations from which the project participants were drawn but to the global 
church. There is a general sentiment that one of the biggest challenges facing the church 
nowadays is the lack of good, godly, and Christlike leadership. Due to the fact that the 
reputations of many church leaders with questionable life-styles are becoming more 
harmful to God’s people and the image of the church, society is sharply raising questions 
concerning the various church’s programs for selecting, preparing, and placing their 
people in various ministry leadership roles.  
  Although some might have to do slight alterations of the project recommendations 
to be applicable to their specific ministry contexts, the whole study would be beneficial to 
the church at large. Institutions involved in the business of training ministry workers, 
leaders in particular, will find the content of this study helpful. Christian or faith-based 
organizations, including many churches which are searching for material to either utilize 
or enrich their leadership programs, will find this study to be a valuable resource. 
Furthermore, this particular study will be a good reference to those who will be engaged 









To complete the project, the following chapters delve into details of the various 
components of the study. Chapter Two will look at the available literature on Christian 
leadership in general, but more specifically Chapter Two will thoroughly review specific 
topics and themes that relate to the topic of this study. Chapter Three will outline the 
methodology that was employed during the gathering of data in order to address the 
project research questions. Chapter Four will critically analyze and interpret all data 
collected by utilizing qualitative and quantitative (where needed) data analysis 
techniques. Finally, Chapter Five will synthesize collected data and, in relation to this 
project’s purpose and research questions, make recommendations that will seek to 
improve both the local and global practice of ministry leadership particularly in the area 




CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
In order to understand the challenges and possible interventions to the challenges 
faced when developing authentic Christian leadership, one must pay close attention to the 
diverse views that have been expressed in various forms by different people. As such, this 
chapter reviewed literature produced in the area of Christian leadership development in 
general but more specifically the spiritual, ministry, and strategic/intellectual formation 
of a Christian ministry leader.  
To gain a deeper insight on the biblical and theological foundations of developing 
leaders, examples of important biblical figures were identified from both the Old and 
New Testament. The shaping, sharpening, and formation of Jesus Christ (as the shining 
example of Christian leadership) as well as the calling and training of the different 
apostles throughout their leadership journey was also covered. Chapter Two thoroughly 
reflected upon the various aspects of leadership development which almost all of the 











Examples of Leadership Formation in the Old Testament 
Throughout the Bible, God selects and guides leaders to lead his people. Although 
the Bible is not a leadership text book, many stories of various types of leaders are 
present within. These leaders are both men and women who played some kind of 
leadership roles at a given moment in their lives, whom God used to carry out such a 
function in various contexts that required a particular leadership intervention. The quality 
of leadership they provided, nor whether they were able to perform well or poorly, was 
not the focus of this section. Rather, the objective was to briefly reflect on the key aspects 
of their leadership journey in terms of their selection and the development stages God 
made them to go through. A prominent scholar on Christian leadership development, J. 
Robert Clinton, states that, “God develops a leader over a lifetime. That development is a 
function of the use of events and people to impress leadership lessons upon the leader” 
(Clinton 25). Thus, the following four God chosen and molded leaders’ ministry 
formation process was a special focus to ascertain what circumstances God used to 
prepare them for their leadership tasks. 
 In studying the Biblical Foundations of leadership, some of the Old Testament 
leaders that Tokunboh Adeyemo refer to as “greats” among the few that served God at 
the times they were called to serve were reviewed. Adeyemo describes Moses as an 
emancipator and a great leader who was a law-maker; Joshua as a warrior and 
administrator who had great achievements; Deborah as a great mother, prophetess, and a 
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wise judge; and David as the one who went from being a shepherd to become the best 
king in Israel (23).  
Moses   
Moses was born during the time of turmoil whereby Pharaoh had ordered that all 
boy children be killed upon their birth, but God already had plans to spare Moses’ life for 
he had a special leadership assignment for him (Gen 2.2). Even when Moses was 
confronted by his past, having killed an Egyptian who had gotten into a fight with Moses’ 
fellow countryman, God saved him from being killed. Standing firm for others, 
particularly those who were not favored by the socio-political systems, became Moses’ 
role which he displayed even when his own life was threatened. Saving a Hebrew man 
from being beaten up by an Egyptian (2.12) as well as defending the “weak” — Reuel’s 
daughters from the bully shepherds in the river (2.19) — showed bravery leadership. It 
seems the place where Moses received his calling, the wilderness, had a significance in 
that this was a preview of his leadership of the Israelites, also in the wilderness (3.1).  
God used signs to draw Moses’ attention to the call of leadership, e.g. the burning 
of the bush and then the conversation that took place between Moses and God (Gen. 3.1-
3). Moses’ call to leadership unfolded in a particular order that God had pre-planned. At 
the macro level, Moses was likely trained in leadership as part of the Pharaoh’s house, 
then learned how to shepherd (lowly vocation), then learned how to lead an exodus. The 
process involved the following: (1) Being removed from the usual life and placed in an 
unfamiliar environment (wilderness) which made him pay full attention to what God was 
about to command him to do in his leadership role; (2) Having received God’s call, 
Moses surrendered. He personally spoke the words that are similar to another called 
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God’s leader (Isaiah); “Here I am;” (3) God then issued an instruction for Moses to take 
off his sandals (3:4), to be vulnerable, as Henri Nouwen states that, “a Christian leader of 
the future is called to be completely irrelevant and to stand in this world with nothing to 
offer but his or her own vulnerable self” (17);  (4) Moses’s call to leadership also reveals 
that whenever God calls someone to lead, he does not leave you wondering about what to 
do next. Moses was given a clear assignment, as well as assurance of God’s company 
throughout his leadership journey (3.4,12). 
Although God had assured Moses of his support and protection, the challenges 
Moses experienced with the led (Israelites), who had doubts on many occasions about his 
caliber of leadership, often made Moses feel lonely. Ruth Barton says that loneliness, no 
matter how strange it may seem at times, is to be expected in a leader’s life (155). She 
further states that, “leadership involves a very peculiar kind of loneliness, but we have to 
stay faithful as God is leading us on even in the face of criticism, disbelief and failure” 
(Barton 155). 
Joshua  
The story of Joshua is a classic example of the transfer of power and leadership 
responsibility from one leader to the other. This story also shows that God has long been 
at work in raising, sharpening, and forming godly leaders for the various assignments he 
regularly calls leaders to perform. This story demonstrates that God’s plans are always 
fulfilled; that whatever God starts, he also finishes. 
 The leadership succession from Moses to Joshua as narrated in Deuteronomy 
31.1-34.12 further reveals that God is never short of leadership supply at any given 
moment when he requires such. After Moses’ eminent death has been revealed to him by 
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God, Moses informs the nation about the changes that were to come and that Joshua will 
be taking over from him. The ones being led are further assured that the same God who 
appointed and guided Moses in his leadership role is the same God who will direct the 
steps of Joshua when leading the nation (Deut. 31.3-6, 8).  
Although God had initially sent Moses to convey the news to Joshua that God had 
selected him as the next leader of the nation, this did not mean that God was not going to 
intimately connect with Joshua. During God’s right moment of directly communicating 
with his new leader, and having personally assured Joshua of his unwavering support, 
God immediately impressed upon Joshua the importance of learning from those that had 
gone before him and always abiding by the rules and regulations of successful leadership 
(Deut. 31.25-29; 31.23; Josh. 1.7). The laying of hands by the elders, as Moses did to 
Joshua thus resulting in Joshua being filled with the spirit of wisdom (Deut. 34.9), 
signifies God’s confirmation not only of the qualities of the leader but of the divine 
commissioning of the leader’s journey.   
Deborah 
Scripture states that while other judges of Israel did very little to successfully 
handle matters of the nation, particularly people’s actions that continued to anger God, 
Deborah, a women leader, showed bravery and exceptional leadership skills. Deborah 
properly filled the leadership vacuum, given that there was not a single godly king in 
Israel at the time. She rose to the occasion and provided faithful leadership at the time 




Deborah’s courageous leadership earned her respect even among the warriors of 
Israel yet scripture reveals her constant reminder to Israel that God’s promises of 
protection remained unchanged made her leadership a resounding success (Judg. 4.7). 
Scripture also shows that God’s appointment of leaders does not discriminate even 
according to gender; he chooses the right person for the job at the time. Hence Deborah, a 
woman, had leadership qualities allowing her to lead a mighty army of men, bringing the 
nation to victory (4.10, 14). Deborah’s song of victory was an expression of her 
confidence in God’s call for leaders to not run away when even the toughest situation 
calls for strong leadership. Her song also highlights that the lead will willingly follow 
leaders who lead courageously (5.1-2). 
David  
David’s rise to a leadership role came as a surprise even to his own father, Jesse. 
According to Adeyemo, God not only displayed his power and control through this 
appointment but also used his appointment as a clear indication that his view of the world 
is not similar to that of man. God not only selected David for a particular leadership role, 
but God selects David publicly, rejecting those he does not want to lead. Although 
David’s brothers externally looked like more qualified leaders, the physics and perhaps 
other qualities that the world normally looks for in any potential leader ministry, by 
God’s criteria they were all disqualified (1 Sam. 16.13), hence the instruction to Samuel 
who was God sent to anoint his chosen leader: “Do not consider his appearance or his 
height for I have rejected him. The Lord does not look at the things man looks at. Man 
looks as the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart (16.7). God thoroughly 
searches the heart of a potential leader. He publicly declares his favor on his chosen one 
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and gives instruction for a special anointing of his servant (16.13). Additionally, the Holy 
Spirit seems to be involved in the activities of God, particularly when selecting and 
anointing a leader. After Samuel had been instructed to waste no more time and anoint 
David, scripture tells us that David was immediately filled with the Spirit of the Lord 
(16.13). 
When David was appointed a leader, he was young, thus dispelling the myth that 
young people are not supposed to lead as youths and are leaders for the future. Prophet 
Jeremiah also tried to excuse himself from God’s appointment to leadership, saying that 
he was only a youth (Jer. 1.6) but scripture assures us that when God appoints a leader, he 
does not forsake his anointed one (7.8). Anointed leaders, as was in the case of David and 
many other Biblical leaders who remained faithful to God, will also receive wisdom, 
understanding, counsel, knowledge, strength, and skills from God (Exod. 31.1-6, Isa. 
11.1-5). 
 
Examples of Leadership Formation in the New Testament 
Jesus’ Ministry Formation 
Jesus Christ is certainly the greatest leader that the world has ever known. 
Although he did not personally establish the church, he laid the foundation for the 
Christian movement to be established by empowering future leaders with the necessary 
leadership skills and knowledge they would need.  
Since Jesus and the Father God are one (John 10.30), he certainly would have 
already been in possession of the necessary qualities required to lead God’s people. 
Although Jesus came into the world as God himself (John 1.1-2), having existed before 
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the creation of the world (8.58) and in possession of supernatural power and knowledge 
(2.4; 19.23-25), he had to undergo his own unique ministry leadership formation process.  
According to J. Robert Clinton, God often uses ministry affirmation not only to 
establish the leader but also to vindicate that leader before followers (120). Evangelist 
Matthew records such an affirmation from God; “This is my Son, whom I love; with him 
I am well pleased” (John 3.17). Jesus’ preparation for ministry leadership included going 
into isolation in the wilderness and overcoming temptation by the devil to deceive God, 
thus awakening his followers to the same challenge they will also face in their own 
leadership journeys.  
The question is, did Jesus need such affirmation? Ajith Fernando says, “whether 
Jesus needed it or not, he received it anyway, and we need such affirmation for our own 
identity, security, and significance” (48). The apostles’ challenges, as recorded in Acts 4 
during the establishment of the first church in Jerusalem, were another experience that 
showed that being prepared for Christian ministry leadership required confirmation and 
divine protection even in the face of death. Despite being accused and threatened with all 
sorts of punishment by the Jewish leaders, the apostles prayed to God for boldness and 
God affirmed their ministry of leading his people towards him and performing miracles 
in their lives (Acts 4.29-30). 
  
Recruitment and Training of the Disciples by Jesus 
 Addressing the need for authentic Christian leadership was the first step Jesus 
took when he recruited his ministry team, the disciples (Matt. 4.19-22). Jesus must have 
believed that good results come about through quality leadership consisting of a few 
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well-equipped individuals, hence the selection and training of the twelve. Such is echoed 
by one of the great Christian leaders of the fifteenth century, John Wesley, who once 
declared, “Give me ten men who hate nothing but sin, ten men who love nothing but 
God, and I will change the world” (Easley and Perry). Wesley also said, “Give me one 
hundred preachers who fear noting but sin, and desire nothing but God, and I care not a 
straw whether they be clergymen or laymen; such alone will shake the gate of hell and set 
up the kingdom of heaven on Earth” (Easley and Perry). 
A.B. Bruce provides an insight into the process of initiation that the twelve 
underwent in order to be fit to not only be called followers of Christ but become effective 
disciples in leading the various ministries they were chosen to lead. Bruce suggests that 
the process of the disciples’ initiation (training after recruitment) unfolded in the 
following manner. First, the disciples were simply believers in Jesus as Christ. Second, 
the disciples went into fellowship with the one (Jesus) whose ministry they were to carry 
out (lead) among nations of the world. Third, having been affirmed by Christ, the 
disciples were ready to receive thorough ministry leadership training from the Master 
himself (13). Bruce further suggests that Jesus employed a four-stage model in the 
training of the twelve: (1) Calling of the spiritual leader; (2) The Character of a Spiritual 
leader; (3) The competence of a spiritual leader; (4) The commission of a spiritual leader. 
While the Old Testament presents God as the selector and potter of leaders (Jer. 
18.6), likewise the New Testament reveals Jesus Christ not only choosing but engaging 
the chosen to lead in an ongoing process of being prepared for such a task. Although the 
twelve were among the crowds that followed Jesus up to the mountain (Matt. 5.1), their 
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initial training was captured in the very teaching, the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5,6,7), 
that Jesus delivered to the whole crowd.  
According to J. Oswald Sanders, although Jesus’ selection criteria did not follow 
the popular idea of looking at the person’s qualifications or status in society (33), those 
who were called to leadership roles by Jesus did not remain untrained and without 
authority. Matthew 10.1 states that before Jesus sent his chosen one out to serve in their 
various ministry capacities, he empowered them by granting them spiritual authority over 
unclean spirits.  
Marilyn Naidoo stresses the importance of ministerial training as being crucial for 
ministers. Training encourages mature development of occupational and personal identity 
and fosters a coherent understanding of the leader’s role and function in ministry. Such 
training involves critical thinking, the acquisition of knowledge, skills development, 
religious identity formation, and the development of ministerial and spiritual maturity 
expected of ministry leaders (Naidoo 2015). 
 
Apostles’ Leadership and their development in the book of Acts   
Wessel Bentley (Formation of Christian Leaders: a Wesleyan approach) states 
that, “Christian leadership means living out our faith” (2010). Christian leadership calls 
for leaders to use their gifts and take responsibility of oneself and others as well as do 
Christian witnessing in all situations and engage in social action. This calling is clearly 
stated in Jesus’ final charge to the eleven disciples at the time during ascension— that 
upon receiving power from the Holy Spirit, they will indeed be his witnesses in 
Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria (Acts 1.8).  
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The role of constant prayer and the continuous out-pouring of the Holy Spirit 
coupled with the development of the apostles’ leadership abilities in Acts played a crucial 
part in the early stages of the development of the church as an organized movement, 
coupled with the development of leadership abilities of the apostles in Acts. The book of 
Acts not only tells a story of the apostles’ ministry to the world, but also awakens the 
reader to the challenges that a spiritual leader faces in his/her pursuit of serving God. The 
choosing of the seven men to serve at the tables following the complaint by the Hellenists 
who felt under-severed (Acts 6.3) tested the ability of the apostles’ leadership skills. This 
situation was a call for them to strike a balance of ministry needs without neglecting one 
over the other yet ensuring that the primary task of sharing the good news through 
preaching and teaching was prioritized (6.2). 
 
Paul’s Leadership and Developing (Mentoring) others in their leadership 
journey. The Bible records many stories of intentional mentoring between mentors and 
mentees with the view to developing effective spiritual leaders.  Some of the mentoring 
relationships that yielded positive results were those of Moses and Joshua (Num. 11.28, 
27.18-20; Exod. 17.8-10, 24.12-16, 33.8-11), Ruth  and Naomi (Ruth 1.7-18, 2.17; 4.13-
17), Eli and Samuel (1 Sam. 3), Elijah and Elisha (1 Kings 19.15-16, 2 Kings 2.1-2, 6-
14), Elizabeth and Mary (Luke 1.39-56), Jesus and the twelve disciples (John 12.26; 
Matt. 28.19-20, Mark 10.35-45), Barnabas and Paul (Acts 9.26-31, 11.19-26, 14.1-3), 
Paul and Timothy (1 Tim. 4.12, 2 Tim. 2.2; 2.15, 2 Tim. 3.16-17, 1 Cor. 11.1, Phil. 4.9, 2 
Thess. 3.7), to mention a few.  
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Randy Reese and Robert Loane refer the mentoring process as paying attention. 
Reese and Loane caution that not paying attention to the development of others and 
guiding them in their leadership journey can often can have bad consequences (32). This 
advisement is in line with the eye-opening outcomes of the study conducted by J. Robert 
Clinton where he observed the practices that makes other leaders finish their leadership 
journeys well. Clinton says that those who finish well generally have two practices when 
it comes to leadership development: (1) they view relational empowerment as both a 
means and goal of ministry, and (2) they view leadership selection and development as a 
priority function for ministry (43).  
Such is a practice that was valued, adopted, and put to good use by Jesus Christ as 
he began his earthly ministry when he chose and discipled the first twelve disciples. 
Scripture tells us that Paul did not only lay down the qualifications that those who aspire 
to lead should possess (1 Tim. 3. 1-7), but Paul personally walked alongside his ministry 
co-workers and mentees such as Timothy and Titus. Paul’s mentoring of others took 
different forms. He cautioned against the teachings of false doctrines (1.3), promoted life 
of holiness (3.10), and made prayers, intercessions, and thanksgiving which he also said 
must be made for all (2.1).  
J. Oswald Sanders states that Paul’s training/mentoring of his ministry 
counterparts was practical (40). Paul helped Timothy deal with his timidity by placing 
him in experiences of hardships that toughened his character. In this case, Paul was also 
putting to practice his own message to the church of Ephesus regarding one’s growth into 




Bible Centered and Authentic Spiritual Leadership 
 “The greatest crises facing Christian leadership today concerns lifestyle,” says   
Ajith Fernando (14). Fernando further states that many Christian leaders are failing in 
their leadership task, thus bringing dishonor to God.  Christian leaders require the same 
type of training that will help them live Christian lives as men and women of the Bible.  
Thus, the question about the difference between what is commonly referred to as 
secular/natural and spiritual leadership arises. In this regard, J. Oswald Sanders provides 
some clues by sharing how some prominent figures have sought to define leadership or a 
leader (27). Among these prominent figures is John R. Mott, “a world leader in student 
ministries who defines a leader as a person who knows the road, who can keep ahead, and 
who pulls others after him/her” (Sanders 28). On the other hand, an Indian student leader, 
P.T. Chandapilla, more specifically defines Christian leadership, “as a vocation that 
blends both human and divine qualities in a harmony of ministry by God and his people 
for the blessing of others” (Sanders 28).  
The contrast of natural/secular and spiritual leadership provided by Sanders is as 
follows (29):  
 
Natural/Secular leadership Spiritual leadership 
Self-confident Confident in God 
Knows men Also knows God 
Makes own decisions Seeks God’s will 
Ambitious Humble 
Creates methods Follows God’s example 
Enjoys command Delights in obedience to God 
Seeks personal reward Loves God and others 




In relation to the above list of leadership behaviors, the teaching of Christ during 
his Sermon on the Mount helps us discern one of the most important qualities of a 
spiritual leader. Jesus uses two metaphors, salt and light: (1 ) “You are the salt of the 
earth”, (2) “You are the light of the world” (Matt. 5.13,14). However, verse 14 clearly 
states the ultimate goal of the leader’s saltness and lightness is “that they may see your 
good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven.”  
 
Leadership Defined: Secular vs Spiritual/Religious 
Many notable experts on leadership have offered interesting definitions of 
leadership. Some have done this purely from a view of a secular world, thus ensuring that 
their messages appeal to their audiences which normally include the business and 
government sector. Prominent people who have become the world’s reliable sources on 
leadership are, among others, are 
 John Adair who defines leadership as: “A mixture of enthusiasm, thriving 
to achieve a goal, maximizing resources and enthusing others. It is not 
about power, it is about a person’s legitimate right to lead through 
example and self-discipline” (214). 
 John C. Maxwell says leadership is influence. Borrowing from James C. 
George, he states that leadership is the ability to get followers and then 
works backward from that point to help you learn how to lead. Maxwell 
believes that the ultimate goal of a leader is to be a change agent (1,2,52). 
 Robin Sharma promotes the type of leadership that is visionary in its 
nature. He argues that a leader would have mastered the practice of 
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connecting deeply to his followers (thus in agreement with others who 
contend that leadership involves following). Sharma further define a 
visionary leader as one who has the ability of clarifying his/her vision 
for the benefit of his/her people (followers) in a way that fully engages 
them and stirs them into action (95).  
 Max Depree highlights the importance of followership. Depree argues that 
outstanding leadership appears primarily among the followers thus calling 
for a spirit of servanthood in a leader’s thoughts and practices (10). 
However, there have been many scholar-practitioners whose primary interests 
were to study and teach leadership from a religious/spiritual perspective. In a close study 
of the various leadership definitions offered, some similarities were identified between 
secular and spiritual/religious view of leadership.  Additionally, distinctive features can 
be identified in the leadership views offered from a spiritual point of view.  
 
These distinctive features, as the definitions below will reveal, have as their common 
feature God being the one who should be praise worthy for any leadership practice which 
claims to be spiritual.  Prominent writers on the subject have also provided helpful 
definitions of spiritual (Bible centered) leadership, including: 
 Henry and Richard Blackaby  moving people on to God’s agenda (20). 
 J. Robert Clinton  “Leadership is a dynamic process in which a man or 
woman with God-given capacity influences a specific group of God’s 
people toward His purposes for the group” (14). 
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 Dave Kraft  “A Christian leader is humble, God-dependent, team-
playing, servant of God who is called to shepherd, develop, equip, and 
empower a specific group of believers to accomplish an agreed-upon 
vision from God.” (25). 
Perry and Easley  “Leadership is achieving goals through relationships 
by processes” (17). 
 Perry and Easley  Drawing from a Wesleyan tradition, he states that: “A 
theology of leadership for Wesleyans (and probably for Christian 
leadership in general) is defined by an optimistic conception of divine 
grace in the world, a vibrant understanding of personal formation in the 
image of God fueled by spiritual disciplines, and a clear vision of a 
redeemed society and world.” (65). 
Although not an exhaustive list, the above definitions help provide some insights into 
what leadership, particularly spiritual leadership, entails. Spiritual leadership is centered 
on God whose mission has always been to search for leaders that are godly. The 
instruction to Moses when the time came for him to be replaced in his leadership role by 
Joshua was unambiguous. God clearly told him: “Select from all the people able men, 
God fearing, trustworthy, and hating bribes. Place them over the people as commanders 
of thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens,” (Exod. 18.21). Eric Geiger and Kevin Peck 
strongly stated that the world benefits from leaders who are surrendered to the Spirit, men 
and women whose character is formed by the Lord. They further caution that without 




Christian Ministry Leadership and Christlikeness  Lead Like Jesus 
 
Since this research project is concerned with the formation of emerging ministry 
leaders to fruitfully serve their contexts, determining the relationship this process should 
have with being like-Christ is appropriate. Christian ministry begins with the invitation 
from Christ given at the beginning of his earthly ministry: “Follow me” (Matt. 4.19). 
Even when Christ was about to depart from his human body and re-enter the 
supernatural, he left a final charge to his ministry leaders: “Go make disciples, 
baptize…teach…” (Matt. 28.19-20). In between his arrival and departure, Jesus Christ 
not only empowered his followers, but he also demonstrated how to lead in ministry. 
According to apostle Paul, Christian ministry leadership starts with self-sacrifice 
and emptying of oneself:  
Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with 
God a thing to be grasped, but made himself nothing, taking the form of a servant, 
being born in the likeness of men. And being found in human form, he humbled 
himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross. (Phil. 
2.6-8) 
In turn, a ministry leader joins Christ in his mission for the world and having been sent by 
his Father in heaven, Christ passes on the baton to a follower-leader: “As the Father has 
sent me, even so I am sending you” (John 20.21). Geiger and Peck notes that true 
Christian ministry leadership means to go forth and die. Leaders are servants who die to 




Christian ministry leadership involves discipleship. However, as Beverly Ves 
strongly states, effective discipleship starts with the one who is being a disciple:  
In order to be effective at making disciples, we need to become disciples 
ourselves. Our effectiveness in leading others into spiritual growth is entirely 
dependent upon the extent of our own spiritual growth. We are totally God-reliant 
for our spiritual transformation. Without it we will do more harm than good. 
(2012: 36:2) 
To achieve being effective at making disciples through the process of being a disciple, 
Henri J.M Nouwen suggests: “We need to practice leadership which is not modeled on 
the power games of the world, but on the servant-leader, Jesus, who came to give his life 
for the salvation of many” (45). Nouwen boldly cautions that true Christian leadership is 
not based on personality or popularity but on matured ministry.    
Nouwen makes multiple claims about the kind of Christian leadership that is 
required for the future. The Christian leader: 
Will be the one who dares to claim his irrelevance in the contemporary 
world as a divine vocation that allows him or her to enter into a deep 
solidarity with the anguish underlying all the glitter of success and to bring 
the light of Jesus there. 
 Is the one who truly knows the heart of God as it has become flesh. 
 Thinks, speaks, and acts in the name of Jesus. 
 Responds to personal struggles, family conflicts, national calamities, and 
international tensions with an articulate faith in God’s real presence. 
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 Will be a theologian who knows the heart of God and is trained through 
prayer, study, and careful analysis to manifest the divine of events of 
God’s saving work. 
 Helps people to hear the voice of God and be comforted and consoled 
from the loud, boisterous noises of the world (22, 23, 66, 67, 68, 69). 
 
Nouwen emphasizes that leadership in a Christian context ought to be derived from godly 
principles. This view is supported by Perry and Easley, stating that: “Effective leadership 
in the church (in broad terms) begins with God’s call, God’s people, and the vision of 
God’s reign.” They further argue that; “No faithful Christian leadership is possible apart 
from lively and ongoing experience of God’s presence in our lives (28). 
Paul’s teaching on the subject of gifts provides more clues into God-centered 
leadership as opposed to self-serving leadership. Paul not only sharply points out that 
leadership is a sacred gift of grace from God, but he also provides a guide on how such a 
gift ought to be used in life: 
Having gifts that differ according to grace given to us, let us use them: if 
prophecy, in proportion to our faith; if service, in our service; the one who 
teaches, in his teaching; the one who exhorts, in his exhortation; the one who 
contributes, in generosity, the one who leads, with zeal. (Rom. 12.6-8). 
Regarding the description of various gifts, of which leadership is mentioned, Adeyemo 
offers four implications attached to embracing such. “Leadership is (1) a service gift, (2) 
purpose-driven, (3) produces results, and (4) it is responsibility with authority” (67).  
Adeyemo makes the following points on Christian leadership, which are worth 
pondering.  A Christian leader with God given prophetic anointing should: 
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 Strive to be always like Christ.  
 Seek to be filled with the Holy Spirit daily. 
 Search the Bible for guiding principles for decision-making. 
 Submit personal opinion to collective wisdom (two are better than one). 
 Serve with diligence rather than wait to be served. 
 Set up policies, systems and structures drawn from Kingdom principles. 




Divine Empowerment: Leadership formation as the work of the Holy Spirit 
As captured in various biblical texts, the work of the Holy Spirit during the formation of 
godly leaders does not only highlight the significance of a constant divine intervention 
during such a process but also highlights the unique role that the Holy Spirit plays in 
making a leader’s formation God’s own activity help us first have a proper perspective of 
the holistic formation of a ministry that is kingdom minded, Stephen Seamands calls us 
to, “understand and practice a Christian ministry that fully embraces a Trinitarian shape. 
This means leading a ministry of Jesus Christ, to the Father, through the Holy Spirit, for 
the sake of the church and the world” (26). 
Seamands further states that: 
Discerning the Father’s will leads us to the indispensable role of the Holy 
Spirit in ministry. For only through the Holy Spirit can we discover what 
the Father is doing. Jesus himself was able to know the Father’s will and 
accomplish his ministry because he was radically dependent on the Holy 
Spirit. To be filled with such is metaphor that describes a personal 
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relationship with the Holy Spirit characterized by surrender and 
abandonment to the Spirit….Only through such a relationship with the 
Holy Spirit are we enabled and empowered to participate in the ongoing 
ministry of Jesus and discern what the Father wants us to do. Ministry, if it 
is to be fruitful–not merely productive-must be through the Holy Spirit 
(29). 
The above implies that the Holy Spirit empowers the leaders so they are used by 
the Holy Spirit to revive, renew, and revitalize an entire community of believers, the 
church. The Bible records many instances where the Holy Spirit was poured out to 
different leaders in various situations so as to accomplish God’s purpose for which each 
unique situation or ministry had been designed to fulfill. 
Matthew 28.19-20 contains Jesus’ last message to his followers-leaders before he 
ascended to heaven. Having commissioned his disciples to go preach, baptize, and teach, 
he did not finish-up his command before assuring them that he (Jesus) will be with the 
disciples, all the way. It would seem that Jesus’ continued presence in the earthly work of 
the apostles would be experienced through the Holy Spirit.  
Luke 4.48-49 also says when Jesus, having been sent by the Father and was now 
sending out his disciples, asked them not to depart from the city until they were 
empowered from on high (by the Holy Spirit). According to Luke 3.22, after Jesus was 
baptized, the Holy Spirit descended on him. This out-pouring of the Holy Spirit was 
immediately followed by a voice from heaven affirming him as the beloved Son of God, 
thus empowering him and launching his earthly ministry.  
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Early church leaders also experienced the power of the Holy Spirit right at the 
beginning of their ministry leadership journey. This out-pouring happened on the day of 
Pentecost when violent rushing wind (Holy Spirit) filled the house they were staying in. 
The early church leaders were all filled with the Holy Spirit (Acts 2.1-4).  
When the twelve disciples received a complaint about the neglect of some during 
the distribution of help to the widows, they instructed the Hellenistic and Hebraic Jews to 
select seven men to manage the task at hand. The disciples made it clear that such men 
must be filled with the Spirit (Acts 6.3).  
Barnabas is reported to have been a good man, full of the Holy Spirit. Seemingly, 
being full of the Spirit gave him more power and wisdom to endure the hardships he 
faced through a year’s long work of teaching together with Paul to large numbers of 
people at Antioch (Acts 11.24-26). The Holy Spirit played a big part in opening the ears 
of the spirit of the prophets and teachers at the Antioch church to set apart, particularly 
Barnabas, thus confirming his and Saul’s calling to a special ministry (13.1-2). 
When addressing the Corinthians, Paul admitted that whatever they heard him 
say, no matter how good his words sounded, his message was not of his making, but all 
became possible because of and through the power of the Spirit (1 Cor. 2.4). This 
admittance reveals that faithful dependence on the Holy Spirit helps to strengthen 
people’s faith in God rather than on men’s worldly wisdom (2.5).  
Stanley Grenz’s contribution on the subject of Holy Spirit is also worth noting. 
Grenz reminds us that the Holy Spirit in not just an activity only found in the New 
Testament. According to Grenz, God constantly revealed himself through the Spirit even 
in the Old Testament (470). Though the Old Testament community did not use the word 
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Holy Spirit.  Rather, God’s divine revelation as referred to as “wind”. When God 
remembered Noah and all the wildlife, God’s wind appeared (Gen 8.1). God’s “wind” 
appeared after God commanded Moses to stretch out his staff and brought locusts over 
Egypt. Through God’s Spirit, the prophet Ezekiel was brought out and set down in the 
middle of the valley full of dry bones (Ezek. 37.1).  
Grenz further states that the Spirit is the foundation of scripture, thus calling all 
Christians (a Christian leader playing a critical role in this regard) to become faithful 
“people of the Book” (496). Remaining true to such a call, James Forbes promises us that 
the Holy Spirit will open out hearts and minds to receive anew God’s self-disclosure as 
the living word (19).  
 
Trinity: Relational Nature of Ministerial Leadership Formation 
“The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the fellowship of 
the Holy Spirit be with you all” (2 Cor. 1.13).   
 
Not only has the afore-mentioned tradition been practiced and pronounced for 
centuries in the Christian church, but this tradition also clearly demonstrates a God in 
three distinct but relational images that complete a triune God. Seamands refers to the 
proper understanding and embracing of the Trinity as rules of engagement (11). This 
reference suggests that every Christian believer, particularly the clergy, should always 
“play their game” by these rules.  
However, Seamands says that his observations during his many decades as a 
seminary professor paints a worrisome picture. Through his observations, Seamands 
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concludes that while pastors receive some orientation to the concept of the Trinity during 
their ministry training, less emphasis is placed on portraying a God must be experienced 
in the togetherness of all his three images in the practice of ministry. To this end, 
Seamands strongly cautions that, “as Christian leaders we must consider Trinity relevant 
to the vocation of ministry” (10).  
According to Grenz, “the fellowship of believers is constantly seeking to reflect 
for all creation the nature of the triune God who is always witnessed in the love between 
the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit” (633). This reflection is also witnessed 
through the administering of Christian sacraments such as praying and baptizing through 
the Trinity as well as offering grace that comes from a triune God. This practice suggests 
that as the eschatological covenant of a community of love, the church must be properly 
guided by capable leadership to fully embrace the Trinity among believers, and also share 
such with the world to which the church is called upon to witness God’s sovereignty.  
Grenz further states that the embracing of Trinity by Christians ultimately fulfils 
God’s goal for humankind that, “we be the image of God, that is, the reflection of the 
very nature of the Creator, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit” (636).  
Grenz’s summary of what he refers to as the content of Trinitarian doctrine is a 
helpful concept which Christian leaders must fully grasp. He describes the doctrine in 
four statements, i.e. “God is one, God is three, God is a diversity, and God is unity” (85).   
Grenz explains that “since the Trinity is foundational to Christian theology, an 
understanding of the Trinity is required for fidelity to the scriptural teaching concerning 
the self-revelation of the one God as Father, Son and Spirit” (96). Therefore, a noble task 
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arises that Christian leaders ought to carry out in their leadership contexts in explaining the 
nature and function of the Trinity.  
 
Priesthood of All Believers in Ministry Leadership Formation 
“But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for his possession, 
so that you may proclaim the praises of the one who called you out of darkness into his 
marvelous light” (1 Pet. 2.9).   
The afore-mentioned statement not only affirms God’s chosen way of engaging 
with the world for its redemption and restoration but is a special call of a collective group 
of people to communal ministry. This means of engagement is what Jesus meant when he 
commanded his disciples to GO preach the word and make disciples of all nations (Matt. 
28.18.). The emphasis is on a group performance which will likely result in greater 
impact. To achieve such, Willimon proposes that the role of a pastor should be 
transformational. He argues that, “good pastors keep building up the Christian 
community, keep wondering what it takes for this conglomeration of individuals to 
become the Body of Christ.” Willimon also cautions Christian leaders about the type of 
preaching used as one of the main activities of the church, that this preaching does not 
neglect the communal corporate intentions of Scripture (277,278). 
Approaching the ancient practice of priesthood of believers from a missional 
preaching perspective, Patrick Johnson suggests that:  
As Christian witness is fundamentally the task of the community, and the special 
calling of an individual or group can be understood only in the context of the task 
given to the whole community, then the witness of the preacher (Christian 
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leaders) should be understood as a discrete element of the whole witness of the 
community (105). 
Johnson says, “pastoral leadership is vital to the discernment of the congregation’s 
vocation” (113). Hence all God’s people are called upon to be disciples of Jesus Christ 
and the role of pastoral leadership being to help facilitate deep formative experiences in 
their lives. 
While acknowledging the existence of the hierarchy within the faith community, 
Bosch also argues that “the church is not truly established and does not fully live, nor is it 
a perfect sign of Christ unless there is a genuine laity existing and working alongside the 
hierarchy” (471). Bosch further says that theology of laity is desperately needed which is 
the case of South Africa. Advancing his reasons for such approach Bosch says;  
In a country like South Africa – which is going through a painful process of 
democratization – by the fact that, where the voices of political and community 
leaders have been silenced (in the past, at to some degree currently), the church is 
left as almost the only voice of the voiceless. In most such cases, it will be a 
combined ministry of clergy and laity, to the extent that it becomes impossible to 
distinguish who is doing what (473). 
Given many challenges that the world is facing and the need for more impactful pastoral 
leadership, this theology is a theology of the future that will no longer be for pastors but 






Christian Leadership Development 
 
If leadership is a divine call from God who invites us to join him in his mission 
for the world and to which Jesus Christ selects and anoints his followers to further carry 
out (John 20.21), then the question this section sought to clarify was what then does the 
process of Christian leadership formation entail? Put differently, what are the critical 
stages that a well-formed Christian leader should undergo in order for him/her to 
effectively serve in their ministry context according to the divine calling that would have 
been received? 
L.G.  Jones and W.J. Jennings shed some light on the matter. They contend that 
their program in Spiritual Formation: formed for ministry which is offered at Duke 
Divinity School seeks to address at least three of the most pressing needs for ministry 
leadership students: “(1) Students need more intentional reflection on the practices of the 
Christian faith; (2) Students need to nature the interrelation of prayer, study, and service; 
and (3) Students have a need to grasp the significance of the concept of ‘Life Together’ 
(as espoused by Dietrich Bonhoeffer) as a fundamental shape of the spiritual journey” 
(Jennings and Jones 2000). 
Randy L. Maddox provides some answers as to why the above are essential requirements 
for effective formation of leaders and perhaps what damage has been caused in society as 
a result of overlooking such in addressing the subject of Christian leadership formation 
through the Wesleyan perspective. Maddox quotes John Wesley’s sermons whereby he 
reflected on the statement that, “the reason Christian communities around the globe had 
[and probably still] done so little good in the world was that they were producing so few 
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real [which includes leaders] Christians.” Three main reasons for such a failure are: 1) 
Member’s lack of proper understanding of Christian doctrine; 2) Doctrinal formation 
lacked corresponding provision of appropriate Christian disciplines; and 3) Absence of 
specific Christian practices of self-denial.  
Regarding the holistic formation of a Christian leader, Perry and Easely argues 
that a Christian’s view should go beyond the walls of the church. According to Bounds, 
Christian leadership works in synergistic partnership with the Holy Spirit to experience 
Christ’s inaugurated kingdom. Some of the requirements of effective and long-lasting 
leadership development, continues Bounds, calls for leaders to experience extensive 
renewal of the imago dei (the image of God). Christian leaders are formed by practicing 
spiritual disciplines (65).   
In his study of Christian leadership, with a particular focus on Africa but 
generally the whole world, Paul Kohls says Scriptures must be the basis from which any 
models being implemented to develop the skills and knowledge of leaders are founded 
(107). 
According to Elliston Edgar, Christian leadership is facing problems which are 
common in the broader Christian community: 
 GROWTH is placing unmet demands on leaders in some areas. 
 OVERFUNCTIONING LEADERS who try to do everything and decide 
everything is frustrating the church in some areas. 
 NON-FUNCTIONING LEADERS are allowing churches to die. 
 UNDERTRAINED LEADERS are not leading to their full potential in 
many churches. 
 OVERTRAINED LEADERS are discouraged and discouraging as well as 
frustrated and frustrating to the churches. 
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 INAPPROPRIATELY TRAINED LEADERS continue to do all of the 
wrong things in the wrong places, at the wrong times, and in wrong ways. 
 DROPOUT LEADERS continue to fill the ranks of government 
bureaucracies, development agencies, and private business. 
 OVEREXTENDED LEADERS try to meet all of the pastoral and 
sacramental functions of multiple congregations and seek to uphold the 
artificially high western standards of ministry but deny the priesthood of 
all believers. 
 SPRINGBOARD LEADERS use church leadership training programs to 
jump into suitable positions in business, government, and para-church 
agencies (204). 
The need to pay special attention not only to the above stated problems but also to 
ensuring that authentic leadership is developed in order for Christian ministry to flourish 
is justified by the outcomes of the studies on Christian growth worldwide conducted by 
Phillip Jenkins. Jenkins reports that Christianity increased staggeringly in the global 
south. In Africa, there were 10 million Christians in 1900, but by the year 2000, this 
number increased to 360 million (4). Jenkins says that while decline of Christianity has 
been observed in the Western world, particularly Europe, figures have been accelerating 
at a high rate in Africa. Together with Latin America, Africa will be home to about 29 
percent of the world’s population by 2050, thus projecting that by 2025 Africa will be 
home to about 633 million Christians (3). 
 The picture painted above about the kingdom expansion on earth gives more 
reasons why Christian leadership development matters. To achieve this, David A. deSilva 
says Christian leaders should first and foremost seek to critically and prayerfully study 
the Scriptures, particularly the New Testament, which provide a detailed narrative on the 
life and responsibility of Christian communities in the world. Christian leaders should 
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also discern the direction the Spirit would give through texts for nurturing disciples and 
building communities of faith that reflect the heart and character of the Lord (20).  
 In this regard, deSilva is propagating that the approach to effective Christian 
leadership formation should sharpen leaders both in biblical studies and practical 
theology. According to deSilva, proper formation of leaders was a major activity at the 
beginning of the ministry of the Apostles as recorded in the book of Acts. “Witnessing 
and evangelism are the driving forces in the Christian community and primary concern of 
Christian leadership,” says deSilva (386).   
Therefore, the following section explored in detail the key aspects of Christian 
leadership formation particularly for emerging leaders who were the primary participants 
for this study. Jesus Christ himself provided a holistic model for leadership development 
that will serve the needs of the kingdom when he pointed to three areas that all God’s 
people should mature in.  
Addressing some “supposedly” tricky questions that were posed by Parishes who were 
not just picking his brains but challenging his character and Lordship, Jesus pointed them 
to the basic but more critical aspects they should grow in: 
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul and with your 
mind” (Matt. 22.37).    
In speaking to a different audience whose intention was to put Jesus to test, but 
incidentally, and mercifully for him, the audience asked a life-giving question: “Teacher, 
what shall I do to inherit eternal life?” (Luke 10.25). Jesus’ answer not only pointed the 
inquirer to staying connected to God but assured him of eternal life that is found in the 
living God (Luke 10.28). The emphasis Jesus made on the three aspects of a person’s 
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love for God were a model on which the training of a person should be based on. Put 
differently by the apostle Paul in his final instructions and benediction to Thessalonians: 
“May your whole spirit, and soul and body be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord 
Jesus Christ (1 Thess. 5.23).  
While Paul intended to promote a person’s inner sanctification, the message was 
also aimed at training a person, including those in leadership roles, to develop their 
maturity so as to fully prepare to serve God through selfless sacrifice, making a 
difference in the world. Paul enlightened his Christian co-worker and mentee Timothy, 
that the empowerment process used to equip the saints for ministry service is informed 
and better strengthened by the Holy Scriptures (2 Tim. 3.16). Paul did not only highlight 
that such scriptures ought to be used in training situations, but more importantly he 
spelled out the ultimate goal of training that is scripture based:  
“That the man (or woman) of God may be competent, equipped for every good work.”  
(2 Tim. 3.17) 
According to Paul, following a scripture-based ministry leadership formation model will 
give hope and bring out Christlikeness. 
 
Holistic Ministry Leadership Formation 
The emphasis on following a Christian leadership development model that 
focuses on the training/equipping servants of God in their souls, minds, and hearts, thus 
promoting a holistic approach, was grouped into three categories: Spiritual, Ministry, and 
Strategic. Through the engagement of Scripture, as well as the works of various experts, 
the following section provided a detailed exploration of both the challenges and benefits 
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of the three aspects model mentioned above when unfolding the process of forming 
ministry leaders.  
When Paul related to his mentee, Timothy, the need for the woman and man of 
God (leader) to be competent (able), he mentioned that such would be achieved through 
proper equipping. This understanding seems to be in line with Marilyn Naidoo’s proposal 
on the key aspects that should be taken into consideration when forming people for 
ministerial leadership, that: “such is a multi-faceted activity involving critical thinking, 
the acquisition of knowledge, skills development, religious identity formation and the 
development of ministerial and spiritual maturity expected of church ministers/leaders” 
(Naidoo 2015).  
Although his focus is more on the morality of a Christian leader, Louise 
Kretzchemar supports Naidoo’s view by suggesting that the focus of formation should be 
on three categories, namely: the head (intellect), the heart (emotions), as well as the hand 
(lifestyle) (2007). As such, Kreztchemar asserts the view that the equipping of Christian 
leaders should be a balanced one. 
David M. Sills warns that lack of holistic ministry formation for those who are 
called to serve the kingdom results in churches suffering from spiritual abuse and 
manipulation by leaders who graduate from pastoral training programs that unfortunately 
produce men and women with huge heads but little hearts. He further says that, “We are 
to focus on the whole person, training the person to have minds for God, hearts for the 
truth, and hands that are skilled for the task” (34).  
Furthermore, Sills provides a more informative description of what each of the 
three balanced training focus areas entail: 
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 The HEART: Leader’s Spiritual Development includes – Bible-intake, 
Prayer, Worship, Scripture memorization, Serving, Evangelism, 
Stewardship, Fasting, Silence and Solitude. 
 The HEAD: Leader’s Biblical Foundation includes – Overview of Old 
and New Testament, Christian doctrine, Church history, Hermeneutics, 
Missions and Church planting, Homiletics and storying, Family ministry 
and counselling, and Worship leadership. 
 The HANDS: Leader’s Administrative Responsibility includes – God’s 
call to ministry, the pastor’s character, Shepherding God’s flock, 
Ordinances, Developing leaders, Mentoring, Community engagement, 
Church finances, and Church discipline (16,17). 
 
Also highlighting the need for religious leaders to be formed in multiple ways is 
H. Newton Malony. However, he approaches formation from a slightly different angle. 
His message is about awakening religious leadership, the church in particular, to the 
religious paradox that the church operates in, which he refers to as double vision, and 
which he says the church must learn to manage. Malony argues: “Those religious leaders 
who conceive of their roles in purely religious terms will never achieve full 
effectiveness.” Malony further says, “those who succeed are those who face the 
paradoxes in their environment and attempt to live with the double truths they represent.” 
(xiv). Living with the paradox, continues Malony, means to hold two opposed ideas in 
the mind at the same time and still retain the ability to function (6). 
The main paradox that the church must learn to live with is the one that involves 
threefold roles that religious leadership traditionally assume when they take on the 
position of congregational minister. This paradox raises a need for the church to develop 
a deeper understanding of how to prepare leaders to best proclaim as prophets, comfort 
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and console as priests, and govern as kings or queens (9). The following is a detailed 
description of what each of the three roles entail and begins to suggest the specific 
aspects on which the formation of leaders should focus on: 
As prophets: religious leaders fulfill the role of righteous judge. They speak for 
God. What they say about the religious meaning of life supposedly reflects God’s 
evaluation of the affairs of the day. Religious leaders declare the wisdom of God about 
the times and circumstances of daily life. They preach sermons that reflect their prayerful 
judgement about sin, redemption, and grace. They call people to listen to God and follow 
God’s direction. 
As priests: ministers fulfill the role of compassionate servant. They declare the 
blessing of God on the events of daily life. They are present in times of sickness and 
death. They bury the dead, marry lovers, baptize infants, and bless homes. They lead 
worship, celebrate sacraments, and proclaim truths about God’s presence and care 
through the stages of individual and family life. They speak of God’s love, guidance, and 
tender care for each and every one. 
As kings or queens: pastors fulfill the role of benevolent ruler. They run the 
church. They govern. They share vision, inspire commitment, plan programs, and 
cultivate participation. They make decisions about money, property, and events. They 
oversee activities. They sit on committees, offer opinions, and make final decisions. They 
lead the organization (33,34). 
The biggest challenge faced in playing out the three above mentioned roles, 
according to Malony, is managing them when they get compounded. In addition, William 
H. Willimon awakens us to the realities of present-day ministry leadership. He says our 
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contemporary ministry has many images that pastors tend to fit in. Such images come in 
the form of pastor as a media mogul, political negotiator, therapist, manager, resident 
activist, preacher, and servant (56-68). Thus, Willimon suggests that the realization of 
effective pastoral/Christian leadership requires finding a fitting metaphor for ministry 
today. This metaphor, says Willimon, will result in the recovery of the classical shapes of 
ministry teaching, preaching, and evangelizing.  
Additionally, denominations differ with regards to the qualities expected from 
their pastoral leaders. Willimon says the Presbyterians desire leaders that are thoughtful, 
well informed, scholarly pastors, whereas United Methodists value interpersonal skills 
and personal warmth in their clergy (71).  
However, Alan Hirsch draws our attention to the basics of Christian leadership 
formation that is grounded in scripture. APEPT is his shorted version for: Apostolic, 
Prophetic, Evangelical, Pastoral, and Teaching. According to Hirsch, APEPT is Apostolic 
Genius which represents health and maturity of the church and is directly related to the 
fivefold ministry (159). These gifts are the gifts Apostle Paul spoke about when 
addressing the Ephesian church, “It was he who gave some to be apostle, some to be 
prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers” (Eph. 4.11). Paul 
further states that Christ’s main reason for empowering his appointed followers with the 
above-mentioned gifts was so that his followers will be able to properly equip God’s 
people, thus ensuring that the body of Christ is built up. Despite all existing leadership 
development theories and practices, efforts should, first and foremost, be guided by the 
ways that Christ provided as the basis for authentic, godly, Christlike leadership 
development as clearly outlined in Ephesians 4.   
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The book of Acts, where all Christian leadership began, narrates a story that not 
only presents the challenge that faces leadership when confronted with seemingly 
conflicting but essential roles but more importantly provides a helpful way Christian 
leadership should be exercised in such ministry contexts. 
Now in these days when the disciples were increasing in number,  
a complaint by the Hellenists arose against the Hebrews because their 
widows were being neglected in the daily distribution. And the twelve 
summoned the full number of the disciples and said, “It is not right that  
we should give up preaching the word of God to serve tables. Therefore, 
brothers, pick from among you seven men of good repute, full of the 
Spirit and of wisdom, whom we will appoint to this duty. But we will 
devote ourselves to prayer and to the ministry of the word.” And what  
they said pleased the whole gathering, and they chose Stephen, a man 
full of faith and of the Holy Spirit, and Philip, and Prochorus, and  
Nicanor, and Timon, and Parmenas, and Nicolaus, a proselyte of 
Antioch. These they set before the apostles, and they prayed and laid 
their hands on them. And the word of God continued to increase, and 
the number of the disciples multiplied greatly in Jerusalem, and a great 
many of the priests became obedient to the faith. (Acts 6.1-7) 
Also citing Acts as the source of responsibilities of leaders is Derek Tidball. He has noted 
four major tasks of leadership that the book of Acts presents: “engaging truth, pioneering 
mission, resolving conflict, and protecting integrity.” Tidball argues that the first major 
task of the church, as the witness of Jesus and the apostolic task demonstrates, is to 
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ensure the church is founded on truth, and then go on to do church planting and 
continuously form Christian communities who would be ongoing models of the gospel 
and transmitters of its message (99,100).  
Ultimately, the Christian community, particularly the church, primarily exists to 
implement the mandate given by its head, Jesus Christ, through both the Great 
Commission and the Great Commandment: 
 “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the  
 name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them 
            to observe all that I have commanded you” (Matt. 28.19-20). 
 
 “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your  
            soul and with all your mind, this is the great and first commandment.”  
            (Matt. 22.37)  
The above two Scriptures not only provide the goal for what the Christian faith seeks to 
achieve in God’s world, but these verses form the basis for any authentic Christian 
leadership formation program whether formal or informal.  
Ray S. Anderson gives this plea to the very academic world he serves: “The 
equipping of ministry leaders should ensure the balance in the programs being offered to 
the church, that biblical studies and theology are not isolated from the Holy Spirit who is 
the ultimate helper of the church to interface with the world” (322). In the academic 
space, Anderson argues that balanced programs will come about, “within the faculty that 
implements the task of equipping, exist expertise in the areas of Bible teaching, preaching 
from the Bible, using the Bible in addressing social and spiritual needs of persons, as well 
as experts in the critical study of the test and its sources.” Anderson further says, 
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“expertise would also be required in evangelism and church growth, leading and 
managing the church organization” (326).  
On the other hand, Ronald J. Sider et al call for a ministry approach that is holistic 
through a Christian community that is spiritually dynamic, sacrificially caring, boldly 
prophetic, and lovingly nurturing in order to bring about authentic change in persons and 
in society. Common attributes among congregations/Christian communities that fit the 
afore-mentioned description would be, among others, those that have a holistic 
understanding of the church’s mission, dynamic spiritually, healthy congregational 
dynamics, and holistic ministry practice (16). Although Sider et al do not directly address 
the question of leadership development, the description of a ministry that is holistic in 
nature is helpful in that the description suggests the critical aspects that should be taken 
into consideration when developing leaders who ultimately bare the task of leading 
congregations to Christian maturity. 
Geiger and Peck argues that Christian leadership development should reflect the 
image of God, Imago Dei (53). This kind leadership will not only resemble and reconcile 
the image of humankind with that of God but will also fulfil the leadership responsibility 
that God bestowed on humankind upon creation.  
Perry and Easley says that, “according to John Wesley, the doctrine of new 
creation begins on the personal level. This understanding is foundational to the formation 
of Christian leadership as this understanding requires the renewal of, among other virtues, 





Scripture teaches us that: 
Then God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness. And let 
them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the 
heavens and over the livestock and over all the earth and over the very 
creeping thing that creeps on the earth. So God created man in his own 
image, in the image of God he created man; male and female he created 
them. And God blessed them. And God said to them. Be fruitful and 
multiply and fill the earth and subdue it and have dominion over the fish 
of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living thing 
that moves on the earth. (Gen. 1.26-28) 
Therefore, and as directed by God in the Holy Scriptures from the foundations of the 
earth, “the primary purpose of our leadership mandate,” writes Geiger and Peck, “is to  
make known the glory of God by leading others to flourish in God’s design”. Geiger and 
Peck further state that at least three primary activities of leadership exist:  
 Leaders are called to reflect God’s glory. God-centered leadership is expressed 
by leaders who embody the character and nature of God in their own lives as 
much as a pardoned sinner can. 
 Leaders are called to replicate. God-centered leadership is rightly employed 
when it aims to fill the whole earth with other renewed image bearers by 
spreading the gospel and multiplying children of God. 
 Leaders are called to cultivate. A God-centered leader strives to cultivate an 
environment where others will flourish in light of the glory of God (62, 64). 
 
All of the above further highlights a need for the Christian community to not only 
appreciate the opportunity to serve God and bring about the desired transformation in the 
world but to also be acutely aware of the challenges faced in the process of forming 
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leaders who would be fit for the task at hand. Therefore, the following section took a 
closer look at the three main aspects that presumably constitute holistic formation of a 
Christian leader of the future.  
 
 Spiritual Formation: The Heart of a Leader.   
In order to develop a better understanding of the meaning of spiritual formation (also 
referred to as spiritual transformation by others), the following definitions of various 
experts were reviewed: 
 “Spiritual formation is a process of being formed into the image of Christ for the 
sake of the world.” (Mulholland Jr. 16) 
 “Spiritual transformation is the process by which Christ is formed in us for the 
glory of God, for the abundance of our lives and for the sake of others.”  
(Barton 16) 
 “Spiritual formation is a lifelong process of becoming, of being formed, and 
developed in the likeness of Christ. It is a personal and relational formation which 
seeks to promote encounter and co-operation with God and society as a whole.” 
(Naidoo 30) 
Scripture reveals not only many spiritual formation experiences that have 
occurred in the lives of people of the Bible but also the significance of such a discipline 
in the Christian life in general, particularly the life of a leader. While encouraging the 
Thessalonians to promote spiritual formation as part of leadership development, Paul 




For you yourselves know, brothers, that our coming to you was not in  
vain. But though we had already suffered and been shamefully treated at 
Phillipi, as you know, we had boldness in our God to declare to you the  
gospel of God in the midst of much conflict. For our appeal does not spring  
from error or impurity or any attempt to deceive, but just as we have been 
approved by God to be entrusted with the gospel, so we speak, not to please  
man, but to please God who tests our hearts. For we never came with words  
of flattery, as you know, nor with a pretext for greed – God if witness. Nor  
did we seek glory from people, whether from you or from others, though we 
could have made demands as apostles of Christ. But we were gentle among  
you, like a nursing mother taking care of her own children. So, being 
affectionately desirous of you, we were ready to share with you not only  
the gospel of God but also our own selves, because you had become very  
dear to us. For you remember, brothers, our labor and toil: we worked night  
and day, that we might not be burden to any of you, while we proclaimed to  
you the gospel of God. You are witness, and God also, how holy and righteous 
and blameless was our conduct toward you believers. For you know how, like a 
father with his children, we exhorted each one of you and encouraged you and 
charged you to walk in a manner worthy of God, who calls you into his own 
kingdom of glory. (1 Thess. 2.1-12) 
Paul also expressed his concern as well as a wish for Galatians, saying to them: “My 
children, for whom I am again in the anguish of childbirth until Christ is formed in you” 
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(Gal. 4.19). Paul made a call to the Romans that they should guard against conforming to 
this world but rather they should be transformed by the renewal of their mind (12.2).  
During his ministry to the Colossians, Paul declared the proclamation of Christ that 
through the many warnings and teachings that had been shared with the believers, the 
ultimate goal was to present everyone mature in Christ (1.28). 
An important part of Spiritual Formation is character building. The qualifications 
of overseers (those aspiring to lead) that were put before Timothy by Paul were also 
intended to provide a blueprint of the expected behavior among Christian believers in 
general, particularly leaders. According to Paul, anyone aspiring to lead in the name of 
the church of Christ, glorifying God being the ultimate goal, must present him/herself 
according to the following virtues: 
“Must be above reproach, the husband of one wife, sober minded, self-
controlled, respectable, hospitable, able to teach, not a drunkard, not 
violent but gentle, not quarrelsome, not a lover of money” (1 Tim. 3.1-3). 
Paul’s teaching certainly speaks to the issue of character formation in the life of a leader 
who will not only lead through the mere uttering of the words but more importantly the 
reflection of a godly character.  
Character formation is an essential requirement that should follow one’s 
conversion and commitment to the Christian faith. Development of a particular character 
was Jesus Christ’s repeated call in the very early days of his ministry. Wright says, “Jesus 
is challenging the young man [and women] to a transformation of character” (16). 
Character development is, therefore, “a process of transforming, shaping and making of 
life and its habits” (Wright 7).  
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Such process will produce the sort of life which will in fact be true to self, the 
transformed self. Wright suggests that character is, therefore, transformed by three things: 
(1) By aiming at the right goal; (2) figuring out the steps that need to be taken to get to 
the goal; and (3) by ensuring that those steps have become habitual, a matter of second 
nature (Wright 29). In this regard, the Holy Spirit plays a critical role in that when 
someone has these three aspirations in his/her heart and life, that person automatically 
wants to live in accordance with God’s will (30). 
The Bible, however, warns us that character does not come easy. While character 
building comes as a result of endurance, this formation also produces hope, and hope 
does not put us to shame because God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the 
Holy Spirit who has been given to us (Rom. 5.4). Scripture also reveals a God whose 
character is unchanging and a God who is faithful and forever fulfilling his promises, 
thus, setting a shining example of a leader made in the image of God who is Christ-
centered (Heb. 6.17).  
Renewal of one’s inner-self and the striving for being a “new creation” is deeply 
rooted in Scripture. Paul strongly calls for the Colossian church, and therefore all Christ 
followers, to work towards putting on the “new self”: 
If then you have been raised with Christ, seek the things that are above, 
where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. Set your minds on things 
that are above, not on things that are on earth. For you have died, and your 
life is hidden with Christ in God. When Christ who is your life appears, 
then you also will appear with him in glory. Put to death therefore what is 
earthly in you: sexual immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire and 
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covetousness, which is idolatry. ….Do not lie to one another, seeing that 
you have put off the old self with its practices and have put on the new 
self, which is being renewed in knowledge after the image of its creator. 
(Col. 3.1-10) 
The above is essentially an invitation to fully join God, through Christ, in order to 
reconcile humanity back to himself, thus ensuring not only personal but communal 
spiritual renewal. According to Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Christianity is, among other things, 
fellowshipping with one another, but also Christianity is having an encounter with God 
through Jesus Christ. In describing what a Christian is (of which a Christian leader is 
part), Bonhoeffer says: 
“A Christian is a person who no longer seeks his/her salvation, his 
deliverance, his justification in himself, but in Jesus Christ alone. He/she 
knows that God’s Word in Jesus Christ pronounces him guilty, even when 
he/she does not feel the guilt, and God’s Word in Jesus Christ pronounces 
him/her guilty and righteous, even when he /she does not feel that he/she 
is righteous at all. The Christian no longer lives of himself, by his own 
claims and his own justification, but by God’s claims and God’s 
justification. He lives wholly by God’s Word pronounced upon him/her, 
whether that Word declares him guilty or innocent” (Bonhoeffer 21,22).  
Perhaps in an attempt to support apostle Paul’s call to spiritual renewal as mentioned in 
the above scripture (Colossians), Bonhoeffer reminds us that a Christian community is a 
spiritual and not a psychic reality. He explains that the basis of all human reality is the 
dark, evil, turbid urges and desires of human mind but the basis of the community of the 
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Spirit is truth and light, that is God (21, 22, 31). Therefore, the need exists for a 
continuous spiritual discipline in the life of Christ believers in general, more urgently for 
a Christian leader. In search of a deeper meaning for such, the following sections look not 
only at what Spiritual Discipline is, but also in what various ways could this be 
implemented as well as the benefits thereof. The following are some of the well-known 
writers or teacher’s views on Spiritual Discipline:  
 Dallas Willard defines discipline [which he stresses should be referred to as a 
practice as the word discipline can sometimes have negative connotation] “as an 
activity one engages in to receive power” (140), Willard further says, “discipline 
is something you can do which affects the mind and the body; discipline disrupts 
the normal patterns of thoughts and feelings that flow through you which gives 
other thoughts and feelings a chance” (145).  
 Ruth Haley Barton is not only defining what the practice of discipline is but also 
referring to two ways discipline can be done, states that spiritual disciplines, such 
as silence and solitude,  
“Are concrete ways of opening to the presence of God beyond human 
effort and beyond the human constructs that cannot fully contain the 
Devine. They confront us on the level of our human relationships, and call 
us away from such so we can give undivided attention to God. They draw 
us into spiritual battle” (31). 
 
 M. Robert Mulholland Jr. simply states that: “It is a Christian journey toward 
wholeness in the image of Christ for the sake of others progress by means of 
spiritual disciplines” (89). The ultimate goal for Mulholland for such a practice is 
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Christlikeness. Mulholland goes on to describe such as a pilgrimage toward 
wholeness, which he categorizes into four stages; namely: 
Awakening — a two-sided experience which is an encounter with the 
living God as well as an encounter with our true self. 
Purgation — a process of bringing our behavior, our attitudes, and our 
desires into increasing harmony with our growing perception of what the 
Christlike life is all about.  
Illumination — characterized by the radical shift of deep dynamics of our 
being and a profound transformation of our relationship with God. 
Illumination is a total consecration to God in love. 
Union — characterized by those experiences of complete oneness with 
God in which we find ourselves caught up in rapturous joy, adoration, 
praise, and a deep peace that passes all understanding. (94, 96, 109, 112) 
 
The essence of the above spiritual awakening and renewal journey is perhaps what Paul 
meant during his prayer of thanksgiving to the Ephesian church: 
I do not cease to give thanks for you, remembering you in my prayers, that the 
God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you a spirit of 
wisdom and of revelation in the knowledge of him, having the eyes of your hearts 
enlightened, that you may know what is the hope to which he has called you, what 
are riches of his glorious inheritance in the saints and what is the immeasurable 
greatness of his power toward us who believe. (Eph. 1.17-19) 
 
The formation of Christian leaders through the practice of spiritual disciplines is 
also a strong view of John Wesley whereby, according to Perry and Easley, Wesley’s  
theology of leadership is defined as: “an optimistic conception of divine grace in the 
world, a vibrant understanding of personal formation in the image of God fueled by 
spiritual discipline, and a clear vision of a redeemed society and world” (65).   
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In the end, spiritual formation is all about fulfilling the desire to know self by 
loving and knowing God, the benefits of which are well expressed in St Francis’ poetry: 
 “Therefore, let us desire nothing else, let us wish for nothing else, 
let nothing else please us, and cause us delight, except our Creator 
and Redeemer and Savior, the one true God, Who is the Fullness of  
Good, all good, every good, the true and supreme good, Who alone  
is Good, merciful and gently, delectable and sweet, Who alone is holy,  
just and true, holy and right, Who alone is kind, innocent, pure, from  
Whom and through Whom and in Whom is all pardon, all grace, all  
glory, of all of the penitent and just, of all the blessed who rejoice together in 
heaven” (Farrington  37, 38). 
 
“Although we live in a secular world, spiritual living is possible,” says Henri 
Nouwen. He recalled a conversation he had with a friend who made a passionate plea to 
him that he, Nouwen, should write a book that will address the needs for those who yearn 
for a more deeper and meaningful relationship with God. Nouwen summed up the plea in 
the following way:  
“Speak to us about the deepest yearning of our hearts, about our many wishes, 
about hope; not about the many strategies for survival, but about trust; not about 
methods of satisfying our emotional needs, but about love. Speak to us about a 
vision larger then our changing perspectives and about a voice deeper then the 
clamorings of our mass media. Yes, speak to us about something or someone 
greater that ourselves. Speak to us about …God” (Nouwen 18). 
As recorded in a variety of Scriptures, this plea seems to resonate with the 
Psalmist’s prayers and wishes for a more intimate relationship with God.  These pleas 
were uttered in silence or out-loud in various situations that called for them: 
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 “Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me.” 
 (Ps. 51.10)   
 “Make me to know your ways, O Lord; teach me your paths. Lead me in your 
truth and teach me, for you are the God of my salvation; for you I wait all the day 
long.” (Ps. 25.4-5)  
 “I lift up my eyes to the hills. From where does my help come? My help comes 
from the Lord, who made heaven and earth.” (Ps. 121.1-2) 
 “I bless the Lord who gives me counsel; in the night also my heart instructs me.” 
(Ps.16.7) 
The above highlights the significance of spiritual renewal and growth during the faith 
development journey of believers. According to Barton, “a spiritual leader must 
constantly engage in these practices in order to strengthen the soul of his/her leadership. 
Therefore, this action ensures that spiritual leadership continuously emerges from our 
willingness to stay involved with own soul” (25).  
Debra Farrington proposes that Christians must return to the sacred rules of monastic 
tradition that can help them live spiritually in the modern world. She generally refers to 
this tradition as the Rule of Life (put differently, The Way of Life), of which one of the 
most widely known is St Benedict’s (3). 
 Barton further stresses this renewal in stating that leaders need to strengthen their soul, 
as to be transformed and let Christ be formed in oneself, and to be in communion with 
God. 
“Today’s ministry come with many complexities, therefore, intellectual capacities 
and hard work alone is not sufficient to see the leader through his/her ministry 
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leadership. But ministry challenges will, more often than not, require a leader who 
constantly seek God through a variety of spiritual disciplines that keep us 
grounded in the presence of God” (Barton 17, 28). 
However helpful and spiritually nourishing these disciplines are, disciplines may at times 
be viewed negatively by others, depending on each person’s personal experience of 
discipline and the meaning that has been attached to discipline. Dallas Willard admits that 
discipline can sound terrible. He warns that the devil does get a hold of words and 
tarnishes them so that we end up not knowing what do to in order to enter into a Jesus-
centered life. “Rather than thinking of discipline as some sort of punishment, we ought to 
view it as a practice that one must constantly engage in, as part of that which he/she is 
‘training’ him/herself to achieve. And in this case Spiritual Maturity” (Willard 141). 
The following prayer is perhaps the right place to start for believers in general in 
order to help empty one’s misconceptions, reluctance, and even doubts about the benefits 
of practicing the undermentioned spiritual practices.  Adhering to this prayer will help 
Christians, and Christian leaders in particular, mature in their ministry leadership 
abilities, thus being in a better position to lead others in deepening their faith and 
remaining intimately connected to God through Jesus Christ: 
“Gracious and loving God, I confess that the idea of discipline raises negative 
feelings and thoughts in me. Perhaps I think of discipline as punishment; it may 
arise dark shadows of long-forgotten and deeply buried abuse as a child. Perhaps I 
think of discipline as a heavy burden imposed on me by some outside agency it 
may call to mind such experiences from my past. I have difficulty thinking of 
discipline as a positive and creative dimension of my relationship with you. I 
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especially have difficulty seeing spiritual disciplines as a means of your grace in 
my life. Can’t you simply touch me at the point of my brokenness and 
incompleteness and make me well and whole? Help me, Lord, to receive what 
you have for me here. Help me to be willing to put my feet on the narrow way of 
the disciplines that will bring me to complete freedom in your love. (Mulholland 
Jr. 117). 
 
An important aspect of spiritual formation is prayer & fasting. In the Jerusalem 
Community Rule of Life, prayer is defined as a heart-to-heart talk between oneself and 
God.  Prayer needs no brilliant ideas, no flood of words. According to Farrington,  
“Prayer serves many purposes in the believer’s life. It is simply a time we set 
aside to be with God. It deepens our relationship with God. But prayer is also a 
time for hearing the truth from God, a time of attentiveness, listening, of 
discernment, but more rewardingly, a time to receive guidance and affirmation 
from God” (Farrington 58). 
Prayer, as a classical spiritual discipline, draws us closer to God. 
“But prayer is never to be done at our own terms, but God’s. It ought to be 
understood and entered into as a sacrificial offering of ourselves to God to 
become agents of God’s presence and action in the daily events and situations of 
our lives” (Farrington 125). 
Henri Nouwen suggest that the kind of prayer that is contemplative in its nature is 
necessary in the constant formation and spiritual maturity of a Christian leader of the 
future. He argues that contemplative prayer keeps us home, rooted and safe in God, even 
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though everything and everyone around us keeps suggesting the opposite. The fact that 
Nouwen questions whether there are indeed leaders who have an ardent desire to dwell in 
God’s presence, to listen to God’s voice, to look at God’s beauty, to touch God’s 
incarnate is worth noting when it comes to forming the type of Christian leaders who will 
be truly worthy of serving God (Nouwen 29,30). 
Scriptures reveal not only many Bible leaders who prayed but also the types of 
prayers they offered, the methods they used to pray, the circumstances that drew them to 
prayer, and more importantly the impact of prayer both at a personal and communal level 
as well as the continued revealing of a relational interaction with God throughout their 
many stages of life. Although many instances of prayer are recorded in the Old 
Testament, the New Testament in particular presents Jesus Christ not only as a teacher on 
how to pray (Mat. 6.6-15) but also as the one who practically demonstrated such a 
practice to his chosen leaders and followers at large throughout his earthly ministry.  
A careful study of Jesus’ prayers as recorded in the Bible highlights the 
significance of such a spiritual discipline both for the formation of a leader as well as the 
sustenance of one’s ministry leadership journey. Jesus’ praying moments included him 
spending time in desolate places like mountains, the upper-room (Luke 1.45; 5.16; 9.28; 
29.39; 22.41; 6.12.), and even in times of sorrow. Thus, Fernando suggests, “we simply 
cannot have a ministry that has spiritual depth, and therefore lasting effects, unless our 






Another important aspect of spiritual formation is study/spiritual reading.  
Spending quality time reading and digesting not only the word of God from the Bible but 
also other life-giving material is strongly suggested as one of the most effective practices 
for a leader’s spiritual formation.  God directed Joshua, a newly appointed leader, to do 
the following: “This book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall 
meditate on it day and night” (Josh. 1.8).  
Debra K. Farrington states that spiritual reading (study) involves a combination of 
practices. These practices include meditating and regularly reading the Bible, studying 
ancient wisdom, and even studying God’s creation. For a more in-depth study, Farrington 
also suggest a method known as Lectio divina. Lectio divina is described as an ancient 
practice of sacred reading of small amount of text meditatively and seek detailed meaning 
of every single passage (Farrington 148).  
Regular study was also prioritized by one of our Christian Reformation ancestors, 
John Wesley. He insisted that not only those who are ordained into ministry but even the 
lay leaders take time to educate themselves in the matters of the Kingdom so they will be 
qualified to help guide others in their Christian journey. Wesley is reported to have had a 
deep passion for learning not just in theology but in almost all areas of life. He embedded 
in his followers a culture of avid and wide reading (Perry & Easley 183). 
Mulholland Jr., cautions us strongly about engaging in the practice of reading and 
studying with the right attitude so as to benefit as much from it. He states that, “spiritual 
reading must be done with total openness to the text which is our means of grace through 
which we encounter God. Instead of going into text with our agenda”, he continues, “we 
must come into a posture of openness to God’s agenda” (128). He further says that, “as 
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much as informational reading is good, but our spiritual maturity require that we adopt 
the king of reading that is formational in its nature” (129). The emphasis is on adopting a 
study method that moves beyond just being informational readers but spiritual leaders 
who mature through formational reading. 
Additionally, silence and solitude is important in spiritual formation. Scripture 
invites every Christ believer to submit him/herself to God, as well as promises that when 
such happens, God will also draw nearer (Jas. 7,8). However, many have suggested that 
the culture of busyness seems to have overwhelmed many contemporary Christians, 
including leaders; therefore, very few probably regularly practice silence and solitude in 
their spiritual journey. 
 Barton shares eye-opening and most worrying outcomes of the study conducted 
by Charleston University School of Business on how many believers have allowed their 
busyness to lead them to conformity to the culture of busyness, and almost to the neglect 
of their having quality time with God . Barton say, “instead of regularly practicing 
intimacy with God, believers have fallen into, according to the study, ‘a vicious cycle’ 
that result in Christians behaving in the following manner: 1) Christian are assimilating 
the culture of busyness, hurry, and overload; (2) God become more marginalized in 
Christian lives; (3) leading to a deteriorating relationship with God; (4) thus Christians 
becoming even more vulnerable to adopting secular assumptions about how to live, and 
ultimately; (5) leading back to conforming to the culture of busyness, hurrying, and 
overload” (188). 
For a leader to have deep spiritual formation, the above mentioned ancient 
spiritual disciplines cannot be substituted, rather these disciplines must be put to full use. 
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According to scripture, even the strong and powerful will experience emotional and 
physical tiredness and should therefore find time to rest, rejuvenate, and revive their 
mind, heart, and soul. This is what Jesus instructed the apostles to do after they had 
performed some demanding tasks of the day as is seen in Mark 6.31, “And he said to 
them, Come away by yourself to a desolate place and rest a while”  
According to Marva J. Dawn, this rejuvenation includes keeping the Sabbath day 
which is essentially about rejoicing in the presence of the Lord (24). Just as God ceased 
from working for a day (Gen. 2.3), his creation is also called upon to cease from all work 
and celebrate Sabbath (Exod. 31.16-17). Barton suggests that though leaders may find it 
difficult to keep Sabbath on a Sunday, given their ministry duties on such a day, leaders 
should still find time on other days that they can use as their Sabbath (123).  
 
Ministry Formation: The Hands of a Leader 
While the ultimate goal of the ministry of Christ is clearly stated in the Great 
Commission as recorded in Matthew 28.18-20, scriptures reveal that Jesus Christ ensured 
that the goal of ministry was to be realized through the practice of the gifts of the Spirit 
which he gave to a variety of servants of the kingdom: “having gifts that differ according 
to the grace given to us” (Rom. 12.6). These five classical gifts include that of 
apostleship, prophecy, evangelism, pastoring, and teaching (Eph. 4.11-12). Mark 
Labberton sums up this whole complementary division of tasks as being called into 
ministry by God. He further states that, “both the Old and New Testament has always 
portrayed a God who has been in the mission of giving individuals a clear and personal 
call to a very distinctive mission” (136).  
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The division of tasks raises a question about the type of ministerial formation 
process ministry leaders should undergo in order to whole-heartedly and fruitfully serve 
the kingdom. In this regard, Naidoo argues that,  
“In the case of South Africa, in particular, where ministry leaders ought to be 
responsive to the dynamics and challenge of the local contexts, ministry leaders 
ought to be shaped and formed in such a way that they will be able to serve the 
almost insurmountable social needs of the local church within the various 
contexts they serve” (Naidoo 164-188). 
Discerning the Calling to Ministry is a large part of ministry formation.  Before 
one is properly formed for the ministry he/she has been called to fulfil, the first step is to 
discern and be thankful to God for the very calling one claims to have. In the case of 
apostle Paul, the Bible records him thanking Jesus Christ for giving him strength, 
appointing him to serve the kingdom, and judging him faithful despite his past of being a 
blasphemer and persecutor of the believers (1 Tim. 1.12).  
In this regard, Sills warns us that “being called into ministry should not be a man-
centered decision like any other career job rather, the confirmation and affirmation of 
those who are truly called by God to serve him will come in various ways which will 
include attestation of the presence of gifts, passion for ministry, and love for God, says 
Sills” (78). However, Willimon cautions us that, “Christian leadership, particularly 
ordained ministry, comes with a lot of demands that require perseverance, tenacity, 
courage, and persistence” (315). Willimon continues to awaken us to the realities of 
being in ministry, that ministry is not a profession nor a path to personal advancement or 
private contentment thus making a call for pastors and church leaders to cultivate the 
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disciplines of Sabbath observance, refurbishment, re-creation, and remembrance of 
vocation (326). 
Developing ministry skills is an important aspect of ministry formation. The study 
of theology consist of certain areas/fields of study, namely: Church history, Biblical 
studies (Old and New Testament), Systematic theology, Practical theology, and 
Missiology. Therefore, the general expectation might be for the pastors or church leaders 
to be equipped in the above-mentioned areas. Rather, the different images of ministry that 
William Willimon says are present in our contemporary society nowadays as already 
been mentioned in the previous sections of this chapter are more helpful. These images 
include a pastor that is a media mogul, political negotiator, therapist, manager, resident 
activist, preacher, and servant. According to Willimon, these images present a unique 
metaphor for today’s ministry which certainly calls for different styles of leadership for 
the diverse ministry leadership demands (70). Hence, ordained ministry in particular 
expects the pastor to multi-task in his/her ministry leadership journey, i.e. among others, 
to be a priest, interpreter of Scripture, preacher, counselor, teacher, evangelist, and 
prophet.  
The ministerial candidacy evaluation which Malony says is used by seminaries as 
an entrance test into particular theological studies can ultimately help those who desire to 
become ministry leaders to evaluate their decisions to follow such a vocation (21). 
Among the aspects listed for self-evaluation are: intellectual concern, self-fulfillment, 
leadership, evangelistic outreach, social reform, service to persons, and acceptance by 
others. The scale ultimately measures one’s performance in the following religious roles: 
counselor, administrator, teacher, scholar, evangelist, spiritual guide, preacher, reformer, 
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priest, and musician. These religious roles ought to be the focus of any pastor or church 
leader’s ministry formation process so as to ensure that such leaders are well equipped for 
the service of the divine calling. 
 
Strategic Formation: The Head of a Leader  
In order to achieve holistic ministry leadership, not only are pastors and church 
leaders supposed to be formed in their hearts (spiritually) and shaped in their hands 
(ministerial), but pastors and church leaders ought to be sharpened in their minds 
(intellectually/strategically) as well. The following section looked at the specific ways in 
which the leadership paradox can be best managed by religious leaders.  
Within leadership paradox exists a paradox which must be managed. The three 
paradoxes being referred to are: Prophet, Priest, and King. Malony states that; “While 
these roles are separate and distinct, but it is also true that people generalize or confound 
their impressions of leaders across roles, particularly in religious groups where they are 
dealing with such important issues of their lives” (40). “Although religious leaders”, 
continues Malony, “expect members of their congregations to know when they are 
functioning in one role and when in another, role confounding in religious organizations 
is inevitable and should be expected” (39). 
The emphasis is that all roles are necessary. Therefore, a critical component of 
pastors’ and church leaders’ ministry is the performance of these roles and also that they 
are fully competent to playing them whenever the circumstances call for them.  
There is a difference in leadership vs management/administration in ministry. 
Given the religious leadership roles stated above, leadership formation for pastors and 
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church leaders ought not to be limited to the spiritual aspect of a leader’s life. This well-
rounded focus speaks not only to the preparation of a leader only in the matters of the 
heart (e.g. preaching, leading worship, Bible teachings, counselling conducting various 
types of services according to the Christian tradition) but to a resounding call of 
equipping leaders with general organizational leadership skills as well. 
The book of Acts sharply reminds us of the need for Christian leaders to ensure 
the presence of the diverse leadership skills thus enabling appropriate responses to 
various situations that require unique leadership approaches. When confronted with the 
grievance from the Hellenists Jews regarding the unfair distribution of help toward their 
widows (Acts 6.1-7), the twelve apostles realized that the gifts of the Holy Spirit 
(preaching and praying), which they already possessed, were not going to be an 
appropriate response to the leadership challenge they were faced with at the time. The 
matter was clearly an administrative one and required administrative skill hence the 
election of the seven men to manage the administrative aspect of the apostle’s ministry 
mandate. 
While addressing the task of leading and managing in the practice of ministry, 
Willimon admits that in his capacity as bishop he once challenged his church for 
seemingly promoting a practice where there was over-managing of church affairs, 
resulting in the very church being under-led. He states, however, that his view was 
altered after reading an article pointing to the fact that leadership and management are 





In this regard, Perry and Easley states that: “Both leadership and management are 
thus necessary and complementary functions for any church that aspires to practice 
‘practical divinity” (Perry & Easley 167-168).   
 Adeyemo stressed that leadership and management skills are necessary for 
pastors and church leaders. He cautions that, “there is no need to allow the cold war to 
exist between these two as neither is higher nor prestigious than the other” (Adeyemo 
94). To further demonstrate the necessity for both skills to be practiced in all instances of 
ministry leadership, Adeyemo notes the following about management and leadership, 
thus supporting Perry and Easley’s view that they do not complete but complement each 
other. 
 Both are charism-grace gifts, given by God for the benefit of building his 
church and extending his kingdom on earth, 
 It is not that leadership is good and management is bad or vice versa. They 
are different and in all organizations you need both, 
 The difference between management and leadership is not of ranking, 
(good, better, best) but of roles. 
“Whatever our calling (leader or manager),” states Adeyemo, “God gives his Holy Spirit 
so that we may be best in what we do” (94-95). 
 
Pastor/Church Leader Formed Through Preaching 
Having gained some insight into the three broad areas (spiritual, ministerial, 
strategic) in which a pastor/church leader must be thoroughly formed in order to be 
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fruitful in his/her kingdom service, this particular section sought reflect on a 
“supposedly” thee ministry task of a Christian leader, i.e. Preaching.  
James M. Garretson argues for the presence of three kinds of qualifications in 
anyone called to ministry: moral, intellectual, and physical. However, a strong inclination 
exists pointing toward preaching as the most critical task that a pastor/church leader is 
called to perform.  “A man [woman] must have a heart for the work of the pastoral office, 
and preaching is at the heart of the pastor’s ministry” (Garretson 41).  
Preaching and teaching is central to the pastor’s/church leaders commission as 
clearly stated in Matthew 28.19. Additionally, in Mark 16.15-16, Jesus commands his 
disciples to go and proclaim (preach) the gospel into the whole world. In Acts 6.2-5, the 
importance of the task of preaching was given priority when the twelve disciples told the 
big meeting to elect a special team of trustworthy people to form a committee to carry out 
the duty of serving the community so that the disciples could continue with important 
task of preaching. Furthermore, Paul reminded the Corinthian church that even though 
there are other ministry tasks, Jesus especially called him to preach the gospel. Hence in 
turn, and having confidence in the very gospel of Christ he faithfully witnessed, Paul 
firmly charged Timothy to preach the word in and out of season (2 Tim. 4.1-2).  
Garretson reminds us that, “Preaching is the proclamation of the word of truth.”  
He also warns that unless such truth (not being ignorant of the Holy Scriptures) is 
correctly understood, then no person should attempt preaching it for there will be a harsh 
punishment from God for committing such an act. “However”, continues Garretson, 
“faithfulness preaching of the truth leads to eternal life and results in a God-honoring 
lifestyle” (Garretson 138,140). 
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Affirming the view that preaching God’s word is the highest and most honorable 
calling in the world is M. David Sills. He reminds us that doing such a noble task means 
following in the footsteps of great preachers who have gone before us, such as Jesus, 
Paul, Peter, Martin Luther, John Calvin, John Knox, Richard Baxter, Charles Spurgeon, 
John Wesley, and George Whitefield, among others (Sills 398).  
According to Hughes Oliphant Old, taking on the task of preaching makes us 
heirs of the great tradition. In this great tradition, preaching is to be at the center of 
Christian ministry just as Jesus did. Thus, Christians are not only carrying on with the 
work of those who have gone before, but Christians, particularly pastors and Christian 
leaders, are doing their best to fulfil the mandate of reaching out to the whole world with 
the gospel in accordance with the Great Commission (Old 7). Also helpful is the way Old 
explains the genres of preaching as falling into five categories: Expository, Evangelistic, 
Catechetical, Festal, and Prophetic preaching (8). Preaching is characteristic of 
Christianity. When Jesus commanded Peter to feed his lambs, his sheep (John 21.15,17), 
Jesus meant that Peter must continually do so by speaking the Word of truth.  
This section also sought to answer the question what does it mean to preach such 
truth in the African context, particularly to the hearers who are marginalized socially and 
economically as well? Although Cleophus J. LaRue’s writings are based on the African 
American experience, many Africans around the world can relate to such as well. LaRue 
states that black preaching has been admired for “its vitality, relevance, and 
communicational effectiveness” (2000).  
LaRue, however, cautions that such characteristics are unique to black preaching. 
In his monumental work of analyzing sermons of great African American preachers, 
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including John Jasper, Alexander Crummell, Jeremiah A. Wright, Jr., Louis Patterson, 
Mozella Mitchell, among others, LaRue concluded that preaching that makes sense to the 
large section of Africans who remain marginalized and dispossessed of their dignity has 
the following components: (1) A God who cares for the marginalized for a God who does 
not care does not count; (2) the importance of black socio-cultural experience to the 
preaching event; and (3) preaching that is practical and relevant to the broad spectrum of 
black existence. LaRue further states that black/African preaching that matters, 
“addresses concerns that center of personal piety, care of the soul, and matters pertaining 
to the inner workings of the institutional church. It also speaks to God’s active 
involvement in matters of social justice and racial corporate concerns” (2000). 
Thomas G. Long’s view when it comes to preaching seems to accommodate all 
life situations and socio-cultural contexts. Long reminds us that preaching,  
is a serious and urgent business.” “Therefore”, continues Long, “pastors who are 
wise enough know congregations are not simply satisfied with preaching that is 
not boring, but lively and engaging.” But more importantly, “pastors must know 
that congregations desperately need preaching of substance, preaching that is 
more than mere religious entertainment. (Long 12)   
 
Ministry Leadership and Local Context (African Culture and the Marginalized) 
The purpose of this chapter was to review relevant secular and religious leadership 
literature with a view to ascertain useful information regarding the missional formation of 
Christian leaders. This was in line with the topic of the whole study which sought to 
investigate helpful ways of equipping emerging Christian leaders to minister among the 
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marginalized. Therefore, the question that this section sought to answer was what does it 
mean to form Christian leadership (pastors and church leaders) that would better serve 
the marginalized in an African setting in general, but more specifically the Pinetown and 
surrounding communities (which was the focus areas of the study) within the South 
African context?’ 
Referring to the emergence of leadership in the Pauline mission, Morna D. 
Hooker states that, “leadership is indeed shaped by social and psychological processes 
within a group, and should therefore be understood as a process of social influence, 
always in a particular context” (168).   
A case in point here would be the state of the church in South Africa. Tinyiko S. 
Maluleke provides some thought provoking views on his critical reflection of the post-
colonial church, with a special focus on the post-apartheid church in South Africa, and its 
leadership role, thereof. Maluleke claims that,  
“among other causes, the weakening of church leadership in South Africa comes as a 
result of leaders getting swamped by other civil structures and government. This situation 
“results in the church’s proactive prophetic voice and task diminishing, as the church has 
adopted a-wait-to-be-called by government attitude, rather than listening to the divine call 
and act accordingly. But of greater concern is the decline of the church’s activist role, 
whereby it is often seen to be silent when it should be speaking, and absent when it 
should be present” (Maluleke 151). 
 In this regard, Maluleke advises that in order for the church to provide effective 
leadership to its local context, the church ought to, among other things, do the following: 
(1) Listen to the critique from the ordinary citizens; (2) bid farewell to critical solidarity 
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with government which proves to be a monstrous error; (3) climb down from the tree of 
elitism; and (4) attend to the crises of its own leadership while offering its special 
eschatological gift of faith to society (159,160). 
Also helpful in this regard is a study conducted by Robert J. Priest and Kirimi 
Barine editors, in collaboration with African scholars known as African Leadership Study 
(ALS). This study sought to understand the realities, opportunities, and impact of 
Christian leadership in an African context. It acknowledges that while Christianity has 
grown at an exceedingly high rate in the whole of African continent, such growth has, 
however, occurred in a society faced with many social ills. These ills include high rate of 
illiteracy, poor education, poor healthcare, and lack of economic development as well 
instability in many of the countries that threaten peace and security of the continent. The 
study further notes that the speed of Christianity’s numerical growth has outstripped 
available support structures for Christian leadership training and development, 
particularly leadership training which is contextually relevant (Priest and Barine Loc 311 
of 7848).   
According to the study, the above conditions that seem to exist in the continent 
does not necessarily paint a hopeless situation for the continent. Instead, these conditions 
present the church with an opportunity to take full advantage of the situation, to occupy 
the church’s rightful position in society, and provide leadership that is so desperately 
needed both spiritually and socially as well.  
When it comes to developing leaders who would be up to the task at hand, the 
study revealed that African Christian leadership formation happens as a result of an 
interactive journey between context and relationships in a dynamic journey of growth and 
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maturation (Priest and Barine Loc. 1321 of 7848). Listed among the key activities that 
help to form, sharpen, and shape a leader’s character are: parents and extended kin, 
nurturing environments, life skills instructional programs, unpaid service to community, 
higher education, mentoring, and opportunities that are generally created or offered for 
one to lead (Loc. 1346-1560 of 7848). The study strongly cautions that whenever these 
identified leadership development activities are undertaken, the activities must not just be 
a matter of simply replicating the Western theological education curriculum, but efforts 
must be made to integrate topics and disciplines that will help church and organizational 
leaders to engage knowledgeably and wisely within their own contexts.  
“In so doing”, says Priest and Barine, “the church brings the common good to a 
marginalized society. In accordance with the universal development agenda of the United 
Nations through its Millennium Development Goals, the church contributes to not only 
the spiritual maturity of God’s people but also to the eradication of extreme poverty and 
hunger, primary healthcare and education, promotion of gender equality and women 
empowerment, reduction of child mortality, combating diseases, and ensuring 
environmental sustainability” (Loc. 2790 of 7848). 
In the context of Africa, particularly South Africa which is said to not only have 
shockingly high crime statistics among many nations of the world but is the most unequal 
nation in terms of the gap between the rich and poor in the world, the ALS propagates for 
a Christian leadership development that is transformational and servanthood in its nature 
and practice. Therefore, Christian leaders of the future are seemingly called to be agents 
of change in their local context to ensure that transformational development occurs in the 
lives of the people.  
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Bryant Myers argues that this transformation will be achieved only if Christians 
put our worldview in proper perspective. He warns against the separation of spiritual and 
material realms. Myers says that, “development must be understood from a Christian 
perspective, and not merely as a technical problem-solving act, but as a theological act as 
well” (47).  Myers suggests that, “the biblical worldview is holistic in the sense that the 
physical world is never understood as being disconnected or separate from the spiritual 
world and the rule of the God who created it” (8).  
Supporting this view is David Bosch. Bosch reminds us that, “the relationship 
between evangelism and social responsibility need not create tension and confusion, but 
rather we should understand that both are equal mandates which calls us to be spiritually 
matured, and have social concern as well” (403).  
Approaching this from a different angle is Bungishabaku Katho. Katho further 
draws attention to the ways in which the Bible is interpreted and, therefore, applied in an 
African context. Katho argues that our faith should be applicable in real and concrete 
situations that bring about transformation in the life of the community. According to 
Katho, the application of our faith will be achieved by ensuring that Bible interpretation 
in Africa must take into account the continent’s real concerns (288). Katho states that: 
Therefore there are two critical elements that must be addressed if the Bible is to 
ever make sense in an African context: The first element is the refinement of a 
theology of construction and renaissance that seeks, (a) to address in concrete 
ways African realities such as corruption, poverty, and political oppression that 
are destroying the continent and, (b) to find ways to build a better continent. The 
second element is recognizing the importance of including the community, or 
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ordinary readers, in the process of biblical interpretation for transformation. This 
element takes into consideration the languages, categories, concepts, needs, 
questions, interests, and resources of the poor with the goal of helping the vast 
majority of poor people in Africa transform their spiritual and social conditions 
through the Bible-reading process. (Katho 288). 
 
Mugambi stresses the point that, “Christians as citizens cannot avoid involvement in the 
political, economic and moral challenges facing their communities” (1996,50, no.1).  
Also arguing for a more visible presence and meaningful role of the Christian 
faith in development is Belshaw et al. He notes that, “the church is unfortunately absent 
from the forums that seek for solutions to African crises.” He goes on to state that, “the 
recovery of Africa require the full participation of the religious sector, bring something 
substantial onto the table through, among other things, the introduction of value based 
development, which treats people not as objects but subjects of their own lives” (Belshaw 
et al 205,209). 
It seems the church of Jesus Christ cannot escape these mandates, particularly in a 
broken world like South Africa, if people are to make sense of God’s love in their lives. 
Oxfam South Africa states that the rich keep getting richer while the 3.8 million people 
became poorer by 11 percent. In the case of South Africa, Oxfam states that the number 
of people living in poverty (from a population of about 50 million) increased from 27.3 
million to 30.4 million between 2011 and 2015. (January 2019). These statistics are also 
supported by Statistics South Africa. 
By the end of 2018, the unemployment rate was reported to be at 27.2 percent, an 
increase of 0.3 percent from the previous reports. Young people are the hardest hit by 
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these conditions as the report states that those between the ages of fifteen and twenty-four 
formed 52.8 percent of those who are unemployed. In the KwaZulu-Natal province in 
which the communities of this Ministry Transformation Project (MTP) are located, a 23 
percent unemployment rate exists. This province is generally considered to be one of the 
most affected of the nine provinces of the country.  
HIV prevalence is another challenge the country is facing. South Africa has the 
most high-profile HIV epidemic in the world with an estimated 7.2 million people living 
with HIV. Again, the province of KwaZulu-Natal has 12.2 percent HIV positive people, 
making it the highest affected compared to other provinces. 
All of the above are perhaps further reasons why Bryant Myers stresses the call 
for Christians to become witnesses of a life transforming gospel of Jesus Christ. He says 
that Christianity is a missionary faith which means that being a Christian leader and 
sharing the good news to the world becomes our special mandate as well as an immediate 
task (Myers 309).  
When Christian leaders arrive at the point where they have a deep understanding 
of their leadership role in the contexts in which God has placed them, they would have 
also practically followed in the footsteps of the one (Jesus Christ) who assigns us to our 
uniquely various ministries. Scripture tells us that when Jesus had entered the synagogue 
and read what was written in the scroll of prophet Isaiah, Jesus then declared to the crowd 
that the scripture had been fulfilled. The scroll contained what was understood to be 
Jesus’ earthly mandate: 
The Spirit of the Lord is on Me, because he has anointed me to preach good news 
to the poor. He has sent Me to proclaim freedom to the captives and recovery of 
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sight to the blind, to set free the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s 
favor. (Luke 4.18-19) 
The gospel of Matthew clearly states that Jesus rewards those who practice the act of love 
towards others with kingdom inheritance, 
For I was hungry and you gave Me something to eat;  
I was thirsty and you gave Me something to drink;  
I was a stranger and you took Me in;  
I was naked and you clothed Me;  
I was sick and you took care of Me;  
I was in prison and you visited Me. (Matt. 25.35-36) 
Myers, however, suggests that, “as Christian witnesses in the leadership 
opportunities that God has provided us with, we must learn to base our act of 
transforming God’s world in the Bible.” He argues that, “the Bible is the only true and 
unbiased source of guidance to the goals and means of human transformation”  
(Myers 330).  
On other hand, Miguel A. De La Torre makes a compelling argument that, “in 
order for the Bible to make sense in the lives of those considered to be on the margins of 
society (the poor, the hungry, the oppressed, unemployed, sick, despised, the abused) the 
Bible must be read from their perspective.” He cautions us that,  
Reading that is from the center of society towards the margins teach those who 
are less fortunate what they must do to occupy privileged space. Yet Jesus’ 
audience was primarily the outcasts of society with whom his messages resonated 
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very well, and as a result he managed to reveal them the God that loves and cares 
for the marginalized. (2002) 
 
Corbett and Fikkert also caution Christians stating that helping ought not be hurtful but, 
“must be provided with a great sense of respect and affirmation of the dignity of the one 
who is being helped. They even propose that development tools such ‘Asset Based 
Community Development’ (ABCD) should be tried out. The value of and, benefits in 
using such a method is that it fosters reconciliation of people’s relationships with God, 
self, other creation” (Corbett and Fikkert 119).  
Heuertz and Pohl reinforce this approach when asserting the view that, “serving 
others, through ministry leadership, ought to be viewed as a mutually beneficial 
relationship.” They state that, “mission or ministry with the poor (the marginalized in 
various forms) should not assume that the ‘provider’ is only there to meet the needs for 
the ‘receiver’ of help. Rather it must be seen as an opportunity of sharing life together in 
Jesus Christ, thus glorifying God name” (Heuerts and Pohl 19). 
These methods help people discover who they are, the greatness in them, their 
gifts, abilities, and talents they already possess rather that creating an impression that 
they are empty vessels onto which help must be poured in. 
 
Research Design Literature 
 
This project sought to identify and measure the standards being used to prepare 
(train and form) emerging pastors from various selected denominations of different 
traditions in South Africa and determine what else denominations are providing as far as 
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ministry leadership formation is concerned. To achieve this, a three month study was 
conducted with selected theological training institutions, some senior denominational 
leaders, and some emerging pastors who were randomly recruited from different 
churches.  
Although research participants were drawn from different churches, this was not a 
comparative study. The focus was on determining and understanding the components that 
constitute the formation process of ministry leaders. 
In this regard, as well as ensuring that the most appropriate research design was 
utilized, the works of several research experts in the field of human and social sciences 
were consulted. Additionally, the questions of clarity that Sensing suggest must be 
addressed prior to determining the research method that will be employed for data 
collection, analysis, and writing proved to be most helpful. 
These questions are: (1) Clarify the knowledge claims that are being made by the 
researcher; (2) Strategies of inquiry that will inform the procedure; and (3) Be clear about 
the methods of data collection and analysis that will be used. 
Since this was a pre-intervention action-research project which intended to gather 
research participant’s experiences, opinions, feelings, and knowledge of the research 
problem, the most appropriate data collection method was a qualitative. This method also 
allowed for the best utilization of in-depth, open-ended interviews which Sensing 
cautions that these interviews must be used as naturalistic and inductive as possible (15).  
However, the qualitative method was not strictly used to the total neglect of a 
quantitative one. As such, Tim Sensing’s view that a research that will bring about true 
transformation in whatever setting the research is conducted, particularly the DMin 
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projects, will do well if the research employs a multi-methods approach (54). This 
recommendation was also taken into account throughout this inquiry. Sensing further 
states that, “DMin projects are ministry interventions designed to address particular 
problems for specific contexts” (60).  As much as the project had a heavy use of 
qualitative approach tools, a mixed-methods approach was also utilized. As Sensing says, 
“to engage the people (in this case emerging ministry leaders, and their senior church 
leaders) to study their own problem in order to solve it.” (60) 
 
Summary of Literature  
 
The literature reviewed for this study sought not only to highlight the importance 
of an intentional empowerment process of ministry leaders but also the key aspects which 
should be the focus of such an important work. Whether the literature is a reflection on 
the different leadership characters of the Bible, both in the Old and New Testament, the 
leadership characteristics of the early church leaders and later the Christian reformers, or 
the material of various Christian leadership, scholars and practitioners place a big 
emphasis on the inward development of a leader which in turn manifests itself fruitfully 
through the exemplary (Christlike) actions of a leader. Authentic Christian leadership 
formation is not an event, but an ongoing process of human effort. This process is 
empowered and made possible by the Holy Spirit as has been sharply highlighted.  
Common among the views of different experts are three critical aspects that bring 
about the holistical formation of a leader: 
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1) Spiritual: deals with the cultivation and strengthening of the soul of a leader, 
ensuring that the leader’s own soul is in the right place with God through the ongoing 
practice of various spiritual disciplines.   
2) Ministerial: understanding and embracing of a leader’s ministry calling and 
gifts, as well as one’s unique role in the broader Christian service, particularly the 
leader’s local ministry context. 
3) Strategical: acknowledging that though Christian ministry is mainly a Christ 
commissioned, spiritual, and life giving service to the world, to successfully carry out 
such a task requires a leader who is also intellectually matured and is therefore in 
possession of relevant strategic skills to make him/her organizationally and 
administratively competent as well. 
Much of the literature reviewed is largely written from a western perspective. 
While the literature content may be applicable at a macro level, this study was on local 
(South African) ministry leaders (micro level) serving the marginalized sections of 






RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
 
In addition to the general recap of the nature and purpose of the project, this 
chapter covers the research questions that were posed to the research participants, what 
the questions sought to achieve, and the various tools that were administered to ascertain 
the information that the direct responses to the specific questions posed. The context of 
ministry in which the research was focused is also described in detail. Description of the 
research participants as well as the process and criteria that was applied to recruit them is 
also covered.  
Matters of ethical considerations and how they were dealt with to ensure the 
protection of the dignity and confidentiality of participants are explained. All instruments 
that were administered during the research, how expert review was taken into 
consideration, the reliability and validity of project design, as well as the actual data 
collection and analysis are described in detail.  
 
 
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
 
 
Christian leaders continue to emerge to serve various ministry contexts. 
However, given the strange behavior that is displayed by a growing number of 
leaders who claim to be Christians but seem far distant from resembling a Christlike 
character, this study sought to understand what constitutes the process of forming 
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Christian leaders to serve the marginalized, how such unfolds, as well as what 
specific aspects are taken into account when engaged in such a process.  
More specifically, the purpose of this study was to identify and measure the 
standards being used to prepare (train and form) emerging pastors from various 
selected denominations of different traditions in South Africa and determine what 





Research Question #1 
What are the theological schools teaching emerging pastors to prepare them 
for ministry leadership? 
Although the intention was not to critically evaluate the curriculum of theological 
institution’s training programs for emerging pastors, this question sought to gain a better 
understanding of the aspects covered when offering such programs. Data was collected 
through the administration of interview protocols with principals (or their designated 
persons) of the selected institutions. These interviews were conducted by the principal 
researcher/investigator by talking with each respondent on the phone or via email and on 
a one-to-one basis.  While questions 1-3 sought general views of institution’s 
understanding of Christian leadership development and what each institution is publicly 
promising the world, question 4 of the interview protocol specifically addressed the 
aspects each institution covers during their training of emerging pastors. A tool known as 
Theological School Inventory (TSI) (Malony, 1998) sought to understand how 
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institutions determine readiness of ministry candidates with questions 1.1 – 1.7. All of the 
above questions are contained in Appendix C of the research tools. 
 
Research Question #2 
What are the denominations expecting their emerging pastors to be trained 
on? 
This question was specifically directed at both selected denomination’s bishops 
and the emerging pastors who took part in the study. This question sought to gather their 
views on what they expected emerging pastors to be trained on or formed in, thus 
ensuring that they are better prepared for effective ministry leadership. While interview 
protocols were conducted with each bishop, emerging pastors who formed part of the 
study were engaged through focus group sessions. While question 3 & 5 of Appendix A 
were posed to the emerging pastors who participated in the study through focus groups to 
gather their views on this research question, question 4 of Appendix C was specifically 
addressed to church leaders during one on one interviews. 
 
Research Question #3 
How are denominations either influencing changes in what schools teach 
and/or augmenting the training? 
By engaging directly with each of the selected denomination’s senior leader 
(bishop) as well as with emerging pastors who participated in the study, data was 
collected from them on what gaps have been identified in the training provided by 
theological institutions as well as what denominations themselves are doing to augment 
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training. Data was gathered via telephone or email interviews with leaders and by 
conducting focus groups with emerging pastors whereby semi-structured questions were 
posed. Question 5 of Appendix C addressed this question by directly engaging with 
church leaders as well as with emerging pastors through semi-structured focus groups and 





This project was located within a ministry context that included formally established 
institutions that offer theological education to the body of Christ at large to address the 
leadership development needs of various denominations. Such institutions would fall into 
different categories, namely; denominational, inter or non-denominational Bible colleges, 
and seminaries as well as faculties and/or departments of theology in certain universities. 
Therefore, institutions that were involved differed in their vision, mission, program content, 
and approach. These institutions were also diverse in their methods of providing theological 
training with some taking a liberal approach given their public status and others are known 
to be more evangelical in tradition and doctrine.  
Although the project sought to gain a general view about emerging Christian 
leadership formation in the South Africa, the study respondents did not necessarily represent 
all nine official provinces of the country as they respondents were selected randomly. The 
same goes for the emerging pastors and senior church leaders (bishops) who also 
participated in the study. Emerging pastors were drawn from seven different denominations 
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irrespective of whether or not formal theological education was a requirement for ordination 





Criteria for Selection 
 
The purpose of the study was a key determining factor in choosing participants  
for the study. The researcher ensured that all participants were not only able but also 
informative when it came to the questions that the study sought to address. More 
specifically, participants who fell into one of the three pre-determined categories had to 
meet one or more of the following criteria: 
 
1. Institutions: be accredited by the Department of Higher Education in South 
Africa and other relevant bodies and be actively involved in the provision of 
theological education in South Africa. 
2. Bishops: be a senior church leader of a denomination selected to participate in 
the study. 
3. Pastors: be an emerging Christian ministry leader/pastor (zero to ten years of 
service) irrespective of one’s denomination, gender, level of education, or 
geographical location. 
Description of Participants 
            Emerging pastors who participated in the research came from seven randomly 
selected denominations located in different parts of the country but of which the majority 
were from greater Durban and Pietermaritzburg cities within the KwaZulu-Natal 
province. The participants were 30 percent female and 70 percent male. Some 
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participants are still training to be ordained in ministry by their respective denominations. 
Others are already serving as pastors and in other leadership capacities in their churches.  
           The majority of these participants were black but they included 5 percent Indians, 
10 percent colored, and 15 percent whites. Their ages ranged between twenty-five to fifty 
years old. Their level of education varied. Some have completed high school, others are 
currently training for ministry, while others have undergraduate and post-graduate 
qualifications in different fields of study but not in theology although they are already 
serving as pastors. 
            Senior church leaders came from seven randomly selected denominations though 
these denominations are not necessarily the same as those of emerging pastors. Some 
have received formal theological education up to post-graduate level while others have 
completed high school. Apart from serving many years as pastors and in various 
leadership roles in their respective denominations, the years of service in their current 
capacities as bishops ranged from three to twenty years. Some are part of a system that 
hold elections for such positions from time to time while others are bishops for life. 
         Principals, or designated persons to represent them in the study, came from eight 
selected theological institutions. Four of these are located in Pietermaritzburg city, 
KwaZulu-Natal, of which one principal belongs to a particular denomination while the 
other two are non-denominational and are governed by non-profit boards. The fourth one 
is more secular since the institution operates as a government public educational 
institution within a public university context.  
         As for the other four, one is a university theological department based in the 
Western Cape province, the other is also a university department with campuses 
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throughout the country of which its headquarter is in Pretoria, and the other two are 
independently owned non-denominational evangelical seminaries. One is in Mpumalanga 
province while the other is based Gauteng province.  
 
Ethical Considerations 
Pre-cautionary measures were taken to ensure the protection of research participant’s 
rights and dignity as well as confidentiality. This protection included handing out consent 
forms (Appendix-D) which provided details of the study to all participants.  The consent 
forms not only explained the purpose of the study but also alerted participants to the right to 
opt out of the study at any point should they feel the need to do so. Once the informed 
consent letters were signed, the principal researcher collected them via email or in person, 
signed them, and kept them in a secured safe only accessible by him. 
 Furthermore, to protect participant’s identity, their real names, whether personal or 
the organizations/institutions they came from, where not revealed in any of the documents 
used throughout the study. Rather, participants were all given special numerical code names 
by which they were referred to. Information which was captured in interview forms, focus 
groups notes, and other material generated while collecting data from the study participants 
was all collected by the principal investigator and kept in a safe locker which was only 
accessed by the investigator. The information was also stored in a computer with a special 
password only known by the researcher, and, therefore, accessing the computer only 
happened through him. After going through an exhaustive data analysis process, the write 
up was concluded and the research findings were presented by the principal investigator at 
the ATS colloquium held at the main campus in Wilmore, Kentucky.  
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Upon the conclusion of presentation, all raw data that was safely kept on a computer 
with a secret password that was only known by the investigator. The collected raw data, 
whether kept electronically or in hard copies, was disposed of by the researcher within 




 Given the relationship-based nature of the project that sought to gather 
perspectives, feelings, views, and concerns of research participants, a qualitative method 
was the main instrument employed. This method is evidenced in all three forms/tools that 
were administered during individual interviews and focus groups which contained 
research questions for the three categories of research participants except for the first 
section of emerging pastors’ interview form which intended to collect information on 
their demographics.  
 
Expert Review  
To ensure that the research tools were not only user-friendly and relevant to the 
study but were also useful in gathering the desired data, three experts were engaged to 
review the instruments in addition to Dr. Tumblin’s review who was also the researcher’s 
dissertation coach.  
Upon reviewing all three instruments that were intended to be used during 
individual interviews and focus group sessions, Dr. Tumblin provided helpful advice in 
terms of how questions could be phrased. He also advised that while interviews by email 
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and phone were unavoidable, particularly due to some participants being located far away 
from the principal investigator’s location, efforts needed to be made for some interviews 
to be held in person on a one-on-one basis.  
As such, focus groups were conducted since they provided an opportunity to 
directly interact with participants (in this case emerging pastors). The fact that questions 
were semi-structured in their composition did not restrict the discussion only to the pre-
determined questions but allowed for follow-up questions to be asked as well. Upon 
receiving Dr. Tumblin’s views on the research instruments, necessary changes and 
improvements were implemented and put to good use. 
 
Reliability & Validity of Project Design 
 
  According to Sensing, “qualitative research produces culturally specific and 
contextually rich data critical for the design, evaluation, and ongoing health of 
institutions like churches” (58).  In this regard, the purpose of this research project was, 
first and foremost, a guiding factor in the process of decision making for the project 
design as well as determining the instruments/tools that were deemed suitable for 
collecting data. 
  Since this was a qualitative project which was designed to address a specific 
ministry problem in a specific ministry context, the two main tools chosen were the ones 
deemed most appropriate. While interview protocols facilitated a non-threatening process 
of engagement with various research participants, the use of focus groups as a one of the 
two primary instruments in this project allowed for multiple perspectives on the same 
questions raised during group discussions.  
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  However, as Sensing cautions that while group interviews helps the researcher to, 
“quickly gather data from several points of view,” (120) necessary pre-cautions were 
taken to ensure that individual expressions were not hindered. A clearly defined agenda, 
explanation of questions, and moderation/facilitation that was inviting and promoted 
active participation by all participants helped to address this challenge. 
  To ensure that all three project Research Questions were sufficiently addressed, 
three interview forms, each with a list of questions directed to each of the three categories 
of project participants, were designed and appropriately administered with participants. 
  Since this research project’s main purpose was to gather data on the type of 
development programs being provided to prepare emerging pastors for effective ministry 
leadership as well as identify gaps that needed to be filled to make training/formation 
programs more effective, validity and viability was provided for by the very choice of 
respondents. All research participants had firsthand information on the subject matter as 
they were either playing the role of a service provider (institutions) or were recipients of 





This project was a pre-intervention project. The main object was to identify and 
measure standards being used to train/form emerging pastors. The project did not seek to 
critically evaluate the training being provided by theological institutions but rather sought 
to understand what is being provided, how the training recipients (denominations) via 
their pastors (training/formation programs participants and bishops viewed what they 
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were provided with, and if there were efforts made by the denominations themselves to 
augment the training in case of any needs they felt were not being adequately addressed. 
This project adopted a qualitative method. Given Sensing’s description that, 
“qualitative research seeks answers to questions by examining various settings and the 
individuals who inhabit these settings” (57), this method was thought to be the most 
appropriate approach. As Sensing says, “that researchers deploy a wide range of 
interconnected interpretive practices hoping always to get a better understanding of the 
subject matter at hand” (57). 
To ensure that during the study the most relevant and detailed data was collected, 
two methods were employed: (1) semi-structured interviews and (2) focus groups. 
Focus groups were conducted with a group of seven emerging pastors from 
various denominations of different traditions. These were conducted over two sessions 
which lasted for a minimum of two hours each over two days spread out in two months. 
Interview protocols were developed to facilitate discussions. They consisted of six 
questions which were developed, as Sensing guides, to introduce participants to the 
process, build rapport, deepen exploration, and finally summarize key points generated 
during the discussion (108).  
The focus groups were conducted in person, via email and or telephone, by the 
researcher at a suitably identified time. The principal investigator’s other primary role 
was to ensure accurate recording by being hands-on throughout the process. Recordings 
were done manually through audio and were later transcribed manually, resulting in an all 




As a second tool used, semi-structured interviews were conducted via email 
and/or telephone with the other two categories of participants, namely principals (or their 
designated persons) and bishops of different denominations. These interviews were 
conducted with each person during their preferred times thus resulting in a total of fifteen 
individuals interviewed with each interview lasting for approximately one hour.  
Interview protocols with a set of questions was administered during the interviews 
which were personally conducted by the principal investigator. A form was sent out to 
those participants who could not be interviewed in person. These forms were received 
back via email. Some participants were interviewed by the researcher via phone or video 
call.  
All data generated during interviews was carefully and accurately captured in the 
interview forms, note book, and/or tape recorder. These were later analyzed to identify 





Keeping in mind the challenge that Sensing says is usually experienced by most 
researchers in the data analysis stage, “placing the raw material into logical, meaningful 
categories” (194), the main objective in this stage was to ensure that all data collected 
was properly stored and organized.  
All data gathered from both individual interviews and focus group sessions was 
captured and sorted into patterns, categories, and themes. Having repeatedly read the data 
from all the documents the data was captured through (interview forms, focus group 
sessions notes, and other audio recordings), the data was sorted and organized using a 
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filing system with proper indexing. This system allowed the researcher to then note all 
sorts of concerns, topics, expressions, and stories coming out of the research context. 
This process enabled the researcher to then identify common words and themes for 
further close examination. 
Since participants for this research project belonged in three categories, the data 
was also sorted and organized into three categories. The coding of data was also done 
according to each category of participants, i.e. Emerging Pastors: EPdata, Theological 
Institutions: TIdata, and Senior Church Leaders: SCLdata.  In terms of the actual analysis 





EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
Given that many indicators attribute poor ministry leadership to poor 
ministry/pastoral formation, the purpose of this study was to identify and measure the 
standards being used to prepare (train and form) emerging pastors from nine selected 
denominations of different traditions in South Africa and to determine what else 
denominations are doing to address the identified gaps. 
This chapter provides a brief but detailed description of those who participated 
and were respondents in the study. The chapter then provides the evidence gathered 
which sought to address each of the three posed research questions. The chapter 





A total of twenty-two participants, comprising of individuals and theological 
schools’ executives, participated in the study. Participants in this study fell into three 
categories. The first group were nine emerging pastors with between one to ten years of 
ministry leadership experience. They were recruited from various denominations of 
different traditions located mainly in the greater Durban and Pietermaritzburg cities.  
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Of the nine pastors who participated, seven were men while the other two were 
women. Except one respondent who is a South African born Indian, all are black and 
serving in black ministry contexts. All interviewed pastors have received tertiary 
education ranging from diplomas to bachelor’s degrees but mostly from non-traditional 
theological fields. Two pastors have diploma from non-theological fields of study, three 
have graduated with bachelor’s degrees in education, while four have obtained bachelor’s 
degrees in theology. 
The second group was comprised of nine senior church/denominational leaders 
with ten years or more of leadership experience. Their Christian traditions include those 
from the Protestant/mainline, Independent/charismatic, and Pentecostal as well as from 
the African Initiated Churches.  
The third and the last group was comprised of four executives of theological 
schools or designates whose theological training subscribes to either evangelical or more 
liberal theological views.  
While the criteria of recruiting participants did not necessarily dictate that 
participants should be drawn from certain denominations and institutions, sharing how 
various churches and training schools were ultimately represented in the study might, 
however, be helpful. 
Table: 4.1 – Representation of Emerging Pastors and Senior Church Leaders Affiliation 




EP SCL EP SCL EP SCL EP SCL 
2 5  2 4  3 2 
Note: Nine emerging pastors and nine senior church leaders 
 
Table: 4.2 – Representation of Theological Schools Affiliation / Tradition 
Denominational Different non-denominational Public schools 
ETS WEBSITES ETS WEBSITES ETS WEBSITES 
1 1 2 2 1 1 





EP – Emerging Pastors, SCL – Senior Church Leaders, ETS – Executives of Theological Schools, 
WEBSITES – Other Theological Institution’s data from websites 
 
Figure 4.1 Study Participants by Percentage 
 
Emerging Pastors Demographics 
AREAS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
AGE RANGE:                        20-29 
                                                30-39 
                                                40-49 
                                                50 and Above 
         
         
         
         
GENDER:                               Male 
                                                Female 
         
         
EDUCATION BACKGROUND: Informal 
                                                      Formal 
         
         
HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION: Diplomas 
                                                               Bachelors 
         
         
YEARS IN MINISTRY                    Ranges between 6 years and 30 years 
YEARS IN MINISTRY LEADERSHIP Ranges between 7 years and 22 years 
 







EP SCL ETS WEBSITES
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The following is a report of all data that was gathered from research participants. 
Special coding was allocated for each of the three categories of participants, i.e. 
Emerging Pastors (EPdata), Executives of Theological Schools (ETSdata), and Senior 
Church Leaders (SCLdata).  
Names of participants are not revealed, but participants are referred to by their 
specially generated code names, e.g., 006SCL for senior church leaders, 01EP for 
emerging pastors, and 0002ETS for executives of theological schools. Additional data 
that was accessed from relevant websites as well as documents provided by participants, 
particularly church leaders and theological institutions, and was coded as SH00-W/Sdata. 
 
Research Question #1:  Description of Evidence 
 
What are the theological schools teaching emerging pastors to prepare them 
for ministry leadership? 
Responses to this question are drawn from Appendix–B which contained six 
interview questions. Three questions from the individual interviews provided data to the 
above raised question. Question 2 of Appendix-B looked for theological institutions’ 
promises to the public as to the type of ministry leaders they promise to produce as a 
result of the training they offer. Question 3 sought to obtain institutions’ opinion on what 
they believe pastors should be trained in. Question 4 looked for specific elements/aspects 
that are covered by institutions when training emerging pastors.  
Data was also gathered through individual interviews by administering Appendix-
C with senior church leaders. Question 4, which asked senior church leaders to state what 
their denominations expect theological institutions to cover in their training of pastors, 
provided more data. 
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After reading, analyzing, and coding all gathered data having also noted topics 
and concerns raised repeatedly, the collected data was grouped and organized according 
to the themes below, under which participant’s responses were captured. 
Traditional Theological Education 
A sentiment shared by all interviewees is emerging pastors should receive 
thorough training as part of preparing them for ministry leadership. All nine church 
leaders interviewed strongly felt that while sound theological training is a critical 
requirement for entering ministry, equipping pastors with organizational and 
interpersonal relations skills is a necessity nowadays.  
Hence 002SCL, 009SCL, 008SCL stressed the importance of pastors possessing 
other life skills such as public speaking, administration, and needing practical skills as 
well as classical training.  
Theological institutions executives mentioned that their training of pastors still 
cover traditional areas, i.e. biblical studies and systematic and practical theology. 002ETS 
specifically stated that pastors’ training programs should attend to their heads, hearts, and 
hands in order for them to be holistically prepared for ministry leadership.  
Organizational and Inter-personal Relations Skills 
Critical thinking and conflict management were highlighted as critical skills for 
pastors to have so they will be able to help their churches to effectively attend to issues 
that require such skills. All executives of theological schools interviewed stated that 
sound theological education forms the basis of their training.  
0003ETS, 0002ETS, 0004ETS’ training also pays special attention to preparing 
pastors to become agents of change who constantly engage themselves in transformative 
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initiatives of their communities. While 003SCL echoes the sentiment by stating that 
leaders (pastors) must be trained to help solve community problems thus becoming 
change agents in their own ministry contexts, 009SCL’s church guards against allowing 
pastors to be “distracted” by local activism to the detriment of the church. 
Spiritual Disciplines seeking to form Christ-like Character 
All interviewees generally expect pastor’s training/formation programs to help 
build a Christ-like character in them. 0001ETS stated that their theological training 
encompasses spiritual disciplines to ensure that pastors are spiritually formed as well. 
This practice, according to the respondents, will ensure the integrity of the leaders who 
always display an exemplary life that will powerfully impact others. 
Other data was gathered from four theological school inventory questions who 
were invited participant’s rating of aspects of ministry candidacy. The following are 
ratings of all four Executives of Theological Institutions who were interviewed on each 
of the seven questions listed below. 
ETS, Theological School Inventory (TSI), (Malony, H. Newton. Leadership Paradox. 1998) 




1.1 INTELLECTUAL CONCERN: A leader has a learning posture, 
value studying, and teaching others 
1 (of 4)  3 (of 4) 
1.2 SELF-FULFILLMENT: A leader regularly practices spiritual 
disciplines (prayer, meditation, spiritual reading, etc.) for spiritual 
formation and growth 
  4 (of 4) 
1.3 LEADERSHIP: A leader gives direction of and vision for local 
church/ministry 
  4 (of 4) 
1.4 EVANGELISTIC OUTREACH: A leader is able to convince and 
convert people to Christian faith 
 1 (of 4) 3 (of 4) 
1.5 SOCIAL REFORM: A leader is concerned for justice and ethical 
actions in the community 
  4 (of 4) 
1.6 SERVICE TO PERSONS: A leader helps the poor and less 
fortunate 
 1 (of 4) 3 (of 4) 
1.7 ACCEPTED BY OTHERS: A leader who has approval of others 
based on his/her work and character  
 2 (of 4) 2 (0f 2) 




The following captures the ratings by all nine senior church leaders interviewed 
on the seven questions listed in the table below. The ratings are between least important, 
important, and very important in regards to certain skills and abilities senior church 
leaders expect emerging pastors to possess whether or not the pastor has prior pastoral 
training as well as during the practice of ministry/pastoral leadership. However, of the 
nine senior church leaders interviewed, one did not respond the questions. Therefore, the 
table below only contains responses of eights church leaders. 
 
SCL, Theological School Inventory (TSI), (Malony, H. Newton. Leadership Paradox. 1998) 
 




1.1 INTELLECTUAL CONCERN: A leader has a learning posture, 
value studying, and teaching others 
1 (of 8) 3 (of 8) 4 (of 8) 
1.2 SELF-FULFILLMENT: A leader regularly practices spiritual 
disciplines (prayer, meditation, spiritual reading, etc.) for spiritual 
formation and growth 
 1 (of 8) 7 (of 8) 
1.3 LEADERSHIP: A leader gives direction of and vision for local 
church/ministry 
 3 (of 8) 5 (of 8) 
1.4 EVANGELISTIC OUTREACH: A leader is able to convince and 
convert people to Christian faith 
1 (of 8) 3 (of 8) 4 (of 8) 
1.5 SOCIAL REFORM: A leader is concerned for justice and ethical 
actions in the community 
1 (of 8) 2 (of 8) 5 (of 8) 
1.6 SERVICE TO PERSONS: A leader helps the poor and less 
fortunate 
1 (of 8) 3 (of 8) 4 (of 8) 
1.7 ACCEPTED BY OTHERS: A leader who has approval of others 
based on his/her work and character  
 7 (of 8) 1 (of 8) 
Table 4.4 SCL Theological School Inventory 
 
The following table is a summary of the responses of all four interviewed 
executives of theological schools as well as data from five websites of theological 
institutions that were not directly interviewed but whose information was also gathered 
regarding the aspects covered when training emerging pastors and what they actually 









AREAS / ASPECTS COVERED 
(at Diploma level  or initial qualification) 
PUBLIC PROMISES 
0001ETS Diploma: (Biblical studies, Systematic & 
Practical theology, and Missions 
Producing Christ-like servant leaders that are 
committed to the great commission. 
0002ETS Diploma: (Biblical & Theological studies, 
History of Christianity, Practice of Christian 
Ministry & Missions, and Denominational 
studies (optional) 
Forming transforming leaders for church and nation 
(on spiritual formation, academic, and practical 
training). 
0003ETS Bachelor’s degree:  Study Skills and Research 
Methods, Survey of the OT, Survey of the NT, 
Hermeneutics & Exegesis, Life of Christ, 
Pentateuch, Systematic Theology, Turning 
Points in Christianity, Teaching as Ministry, 
Homiletics 
Training dedicated Christian leaders in an urban setting 
for church mission (providing training that is 
evangelical, holistic, and contextual). 
0004ETS Bachelor’s degree: African Theology, 
Biblical Studies, History of Christianity, 
Catholic Theology, Christian Spirituality, 
Gender and Religion, Religion and 
Governance, Theology and Development, 
Systematic Theology 




AREAS / ASPECTS COVERED 
(at Diploma level  or initial qualification) 
PUBLIC PROMISES 
00-WS1 The BTh is ideal preparation for those called 
to pastoral ministry or other forms of 
vocational Christian service. Our BTh 
contains a strong, balanced focus on Bible, 
theology, and ministry. 
To prepare Christ-centered leaders for every church. In 
addition to our three foundational pillars (Bible-based, 
Christ-centered, Spirit-led), we hold these core 
convictions about the nature of theology. 
00-WS2 The discipline has a variety of undergraduate 
and postgraduate offerings specializing in 
preaching, Christian education, pastoral care 
and counselling, worship and liturgy, 
Christian ministry and research methodology. 
Our students develop capacity for reflection and 
theories for praxis to guide faith communities and 
society’s actions towards humanity, transformation, 
freedom, equity, justice, and reconciliation. 
00-WS3 Biblical Studies, Pastoral Theology, Greek, 
Missiology, Hebrew, Church History, 
Systematic Theology. 
The multi-ethnic body of students receives biblical in-
service training for ministry in the African context. We 
serve churches by equipping their pastors and other 
Christians for promoting the growth of Christ’s 
kingdom. 
00-WS4 Systematic theology & ethics, Church history, 
Biblical studies (Old & New Testament, 
Hebrew and Greek), Mission & culture, 
Practical ministry. 
To shape minds via a classical theological education, 
nurture hearts devoted to Christian service, and train 
voices to effectively communicate the word of Christ. 








Research Question #2:  Description of Evidence 
 
What are the denominations expecting their emerging pastors to be trained 
on? 
Data for this question was mainly gathered by administering Appendix-C which 
was directed at the nine senior church leaders of various denominations. In particular, 
Question three (Q3) asked for what denominations considered as the most critical aspects 
during the training of emerging pastors and Question four (Q4) asked what 
denominations expected theological institutions to cover during their training of pastors.  
These questions provided specific answers to this research question. 
Also, more data was gathered from Appendix-A from Question two (Q2) which 
was posed to emerging pastors by way of individual interviews, and focus groups. 
Responses gathered from respondents of the said question are captured under the 
following themes that emerged during the process of analyzing and interpreting data. 
All EP and SCL interviewed, nine emerging pastors and nine senior church 
leaders, said they expect emerging pastors to be trained in sound theology that is 
grounded in Christian scriptures. More specifically, in response to question 3 of 
Appendix-C, 007SCL strongly believes that pastors must be equipped theologically as 
well as in “theory + practice + formation”. This equipping should include inculcating the 
culture of servanthood and equipping pastors with practical skills to serve the poor.  
006SCL expects pastors to display godliness in their character and possess critical 
thinking skills as well as the ability to apply theological knowledge in people’s real-life 
situations. Supporting this view though presented differently was 008SCL when stating 
that pastors’ theological training should help pastors to be able to reflect theologically on 
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contemporary issues, but pastors must also be in possession of spiritual disciplines and 
pastoral skills as well. 
Responding to Question four which asked senior church leaders what they 
expected theological schools to cover in their pastoral training, all interviewed SCL 
emphasized the importance of the grounding of pastors in Holy Scriptures. While 
007SCL puts a lot of emphasis on ministerial formation, 009SCL highlighted the need for 
pastors to also be equipped with relational and inter-personal skills.  
Responding to Question two contained in Appendix-A, 05EP specifically 
mentioned psychological training as an important element that should form part of 
pastors training while 09EP highlighted a need for pastors to be skilled in ministering in 
multicultural environments as well as in the use of technology, a view that was also 
expressed by 008SCL. 
In summary, the above research question was covered in both Appendix-A (which 
contained questions directed to EP), and Appendix-C (which had questions that were 
posed to senior church leaders), and both these two categories of respondents share 
similar views on what emerging pastors should be trained on. Areas of training 
mentioned include Biblical theology, Preaching, Spiritual formation, Christian doctrine, 
and character building. All church leaders interviewed also mentioned that they expect 
trained pastors to display the following qualities: good character, exemplary life, and 




The following table is a summary of responses of all nine emerging pastors as 
well as all nine senior church leaders who participated in this study regarding the 
areas/aspects they expect should be covered during the training of emerging pastors. 
 
EP’s and SCL’s Expected Aspects of Training 
AREA Emerging Pastors Senior Church Leaders 
Biblical studies and Practical theology 9 (of 9) 9 (of 9) 
Spiritual and Ministry formation 1 (of 9) 1 (of 9) 
Organisational leadership & interpersonal 
relations 
1 (of 9) 3 (of 9) 
Public theology / Community engagement 0 (of 9) 5 (of 9) 
Use of Technology 2 (of 9) 1 (of 9) 
Character building 3 (of 9) 6 (of 9) 
Psychological 3 (of 9)  
Ministry in context (balance between theory 
and praxis) 
3 (of 9) 5 (of 9) 
Table 4.6 EP’s and SCL’s Expected Aspects of Training 
 
Research Question #3:  Description of Evidence 
 
How are denominations either influencing changes in what schools teach 
and/or augmenting with their own training? 
Appendix-A and Appendix-C provided data in response to this question. While 
Appendix-A which has already been explained above, had seven questions, Appendix-C 
which was directed to senior church leaders had six questions. Questions one (Qs1) asked 
for the church leaders’ general understanding of Christian leadership development. Q2 
sought to find out what process the churches represented by the church leaders 
interviewed follow when preparing candidates for ministry leadership. Q3 asked church 
leaders what they considered as the most critical aspects that should constitute training of 
pastors. Q4 sought church leaders’ expectations of theological schools regarding training 
they provide for pastors.  
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In particular, responses that provided data for research question three was 
gathered by asking Q6 of Appendix-A as well as Q5 of Appendix-C which both asked the 
interviewees’ (emerging pastors and senior church leaders) to identify gaps they believe 
exist with regards to the type of training offered by theological schools. Q2 of Appendix-
C which was specifically posed to senior church leaders looked for information on how 
denominations are augmenting the gaps found in the training of pastors that is provided 
by various theological schools. 
Having gone through the process of sorting and analysing, I captured the collected 
data under the following key cross-cutting themes that are based on the responses 
received from all categories of the interviewees.  
  
In-house Ministerial Formation Programs 
Out of nine senior church leaders interviewed, who also represent nine 
denominations of different traditions, two (002SCL and 001SCL) stated that their 
churches follow a somewhat informal training of those entering the pastorate.  
However, in regards to the gaps in theological education being provided, 002SCL 
said training should include equipping trainees with strategies of sustaining local 
churches given their unique ministry challenges and needs. 001SCL said emerging 
pastors must be trained to understand the role of the church in society, particularly the 
unique multi-cultural settings that are served by various ministry groups. 
The other seven church leaders interviewed stated that their denominations 
require formal training as a pre-requisite for all ministry candidates. 009SCL said their 
church conducts a one year in-house Ministry Integrated Learning (MIL). In an attempt to 
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both complement and augment the gaps from the training provided by theological 
institutions, 008SCL said their church require candidates to attend a School of Vocation 
(SOV).  
Likewise, but with a different approach, 004SCL’s church enrols their candidates 
in an in-house Fellowship of Vocation (FOV). This process includes requiring candidates 
to appear before ta committee comprised of people with various expertise to ascertain the 
candidate’s pastoral, financial, and psychological readiness for the vocation of ministry. 
004SCL said that such a process precedes ministerial candidates’ formal training leading 
to obtaining a formal qualification from a recognised theological institution. Following 
the attainment of a theological qualification, 004SCL said candidates participate in a one 
year post academic supervised internal training programs which then leads to ordination 
if given the assigned supervisor’s recommendation.  
The churches of 008SCL, 007SCL, and 006SCL follow a somewhat similar 
formal and rigorous process. 006SCL said their church runs a two year Apprenticeship 
Program (AP) of which all future pastors are required to attend prior to attending a 
compulsory seminary training, which is then followed by a denominational post seminary 
training, and after which candidates are stationed at a particular church under the 
supervision of a seasoned pastor to put their theory into practice so as to gain experience. 
Likewise, 007SCL’s church requires formal theological qualification. The church 
augments this training by conducting regular Ministerial Internship Programs (MIP). 
007SCL believes that while theological institutions provide training of high standards, 




The Practice of Ministry (Theory and Practice) 
According to 003SCL, some of the gaps in the training programs offered by 
theological institutions are, among other things, caused by poor communication between 
churches and training agencies in terms of training needs that ought to be met when 
training pastors. 005SCL noted that much of the training being provided still leaves many 
pastors ill-equipped and unable to respond to modern day challenges, yet churches 
themselves do not seem to have clear programs that are designed to bridge such gaps. 
01EP echoes this sentiment by stating that being unable to understand the signs of the 
time not only makes pastors irrelevant in their ministry contexts but also leaves many 
pastors constantly feeling unhelpful towards those they are called to serve.  
According to 003SCL, this lack of practical ministry experience results in 
ministry practice that is rather too theoretical than practical. 003SCL further states that 
lack of practical ministry experience that is normally accumulated from active ministry 
service among faculties of many theological institutions greatly contributes to their 
teaching methods being too theoretical. 
Another critical missing aspect in the training of pastors is the use of technology. 
Almost all pastors and church leaders interviewed strongly mentioned that use of 
technology is no longer an option or a matter of preference but a critical skill if one is to 
effectively practice ministry in our modern world.  
Although other pastors interviewed highlighted the need to address the gap of life 
skills, 06EP sharply brought up the point that training pastors to be able to deal with their 
own past and current traumatic experiences in order to have inner healing needs to be 
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taken into serious consideration. The neglect of this, in the words of 06EP, will lead to, 
“hurt pastors/leaders, hurting those they minister to.” 
The following table is a summary of responses of all nine senior church leaders 
interviewed in this study regarding missing aspects in the training programs of emerging 
pastors by theological schools and, in particular, how such is being augmented by the 
respective denominations. 
 
Table 5: SCL – Missing Aspects and Augmentation 
AREA Senior Church Leaders 
Churches follow informal training 2 (of 9) 
Churches require formal training 7 (of 9) 
Churches augmenting school training 5 (of 9) 
MIL, SOV, FOV, AP, MIP 
Sustaining local churches in their culture (s), 
offer post academic training  
2 (of 9) 
Internal appointment and confirmation, 
learn-as-you-go 
Table 4.7 SCL’s Missing Aspects and Augmentation 
 
Summary of Major Findings 
 
Following a detailed analysis of the data collected through all the research tools 
that were administered during the engagements with study participants, the following 
findings were revealed. 
1. Formal pastoral/theological training is still critical in the process of preparing 
emerging pastors for effective ministry leadership. 
2. Character building and inculcating a Christ-like image in the life of a pastor 
should be the ultimate objective during the process of forming and shaping them for 
ministry leadership (a view shared by all twenty-two interviewed study participants). 
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3. The training of emerging pastors should be holistic enough both in grounding 
them with sound Bible and theology as well as in equipping and empowering them with 
other essential life and organizational leadership skills. 
4. Life events (personal and others) as well as mentoring by seasoned ministry 
leaders are some of the most powerful ways of training and forming emerging pastors for 
effective ministry leadership. 
5. The training of pastors should be as practical as possible so as to prepare 





LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
This study sought to identify and measure the standards being used to prepare 
(train and form) emerging pastors through developing a deeper understanding of what 
contributes to South African pastors being either effective or ineffective in their ministry 
leadership. Building on Chapter 3 which described in detail the methodology that was 
going to be employed to collect relevant data, Chapter 4 dealt with the analysis of the 
actual data that was gathered from different participants of the study. 
Therefore, this chapter unpacks in detail each of the five major findings listed in 
Chapter 4. Major findings of the study as they relate to the literature, biblical and 
theological foundations, future research, and the implications for the practice of ministry 
will be further discussed. The chapter will conclude with suggestions regarding necessary 
and beneficial changes in the practice of ministry, particularly in the formation of 
emerging pastors for ministry leadership as well as ways in which this particular research 




Major Finding #1 - Belief that formal pastoral/theological training is still critical in 




Personal Observation   
Given the many discussions I had with a variety of people including interested 
individuals from society in general who pay attention to how church business is being 
conducted, I have noted that the general expectation is that minimum standards should be 
set for people who intend to enter the vocation of ministry. Due to my senior leadership 
role in our church, people have often shared with me that they thought the process 
leading to ordination for the pastorate should require that one undergo a specially 
designed training in order to be prepared for such a job as it is believed that being a 
pastor is as important and noble as other professions like teachers, lawyers, doctors, etc. 
Although in other cases people can only practice under their respective 
professions once they have been granted permission by their relevant professional bodies, 
during my study I observed that many churches do have stringent requirements for 
pastoral leadership. In this regard, churches somewhat play the role of a professional 
body through their internal processes which include not only requiring candidates to 
undergo theological training, but candidates are further required to participate in the 
various church’s in-house leadership development programs. 
I also noted that all interviewees of this research project including those from 
churches with no clear ministerial training programs actually do believe that pastors 
ought to be thoroughly trained for such a job as critical as this one. However, the type of 
training and the aspects covered during the training of pastors still vary. I observed 
during the interviews that while the mainline protestant churches have clearly defined 
requirements for ministry candidacy, independent ministries as well as African Initiated 
Churches do not put emphasis on academic and sound theological training but rather on 
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other areas such as one’s membership status, marital status, certain recognized gifts, and 
confirmation and acceptance by majority votes. 
Also, I observed that the determination as to what type of training pastors should 
receive is strongly influenced by each church’s ideology/doctrine and theological schools 
of thought. While mainline churches place a lot of emphasis on theological training 
which takes into account issues of social justice, those from what are generally referred to 
as Pentecostals believe that pastors should be trained more on spiritual matters, and stay 
away as much as possible from “politics.”     
Literature Review   
There seems to be a generally shared view that education is the key to success. 
Although the biggest majority of denominations still do not require formal theological 
education for pastoral roles, there is, however, growing recognition of the importance of 
theological education if future pastors are to be properly equipped for the roles they are 
expected to play. 
Since this study is concerned with the formation of pastors to serve the South 
African context, Louise Kretzschmar’s views with regards to the type of theological 
education that must be provided was helpful. He warns that, “in many African 
Theological Colleges, even today, theology produced elsewhere is still being studied and 
taught in a non-reflexive way” (JTSA 113 {July 2002} 41-60). 
However, the challenges presented by Robert Clinton helps to create awareness of 
the universal need for good ministry leadership training. He states that Christ calls leaders 
to Christian ministry and intends to develop them to their full potential. He further states 
that leaders must develop a ministry philosophy that simultaneously honors biblical 
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values (Clinton 196). For the South African context, Merlyn Naidoo notes that the 
demand for higher education has actually increased, particularly among the younger 
generation as well as theological education among churches that have been somehow left 
out (IJPT 2015; 19 {1}: 164-188).  
While working closely with providers of theological education, the church is 
called to create programs that will meet the needs of the church. Naidoo further 
recognizes that, “Generally university theology is done outside the control of the church. 
Seminaries and theological colleges on the other hand are usually geared towards training 
ministers, are often denominationally organised, and have as one of their goals the 
formation of the potential minister for service in the particular denomination. However, 
in both examples the scholastic model is followed” (8,9).  
While Naidoo strongly considers training future pastors to be essential if effective 
ministry leadership is to be witnessed, she also strongly advocates that more should be 
done in terms of training in the functions of ministry within the theological curriculum 
with greater integration of ecclesiastical supervision so that ministry training is not left to 
become an appendix of the training model (IJPT 2015; 19 {1}: 164-188). Thus the 
literature affirms the widely shared view by participants of this study that not only is 
training a necessity, but training must be relevant as well. 
Biblical/Theological Framework   
Preparing men and women for kingdom service is rooted in scripture. Preparation 
is biblical, and God was the first to do it. In the beginning, God recruited, continuously 
empowered, guided, and accompanied his servant Moses to lead the chosen nation. When 
Daniel and his fellow countrymen were summoned by King Nebuchadnezzar to become 
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his servants, the king instructed that they will be trained for three years before they begin 
performing their duties (Dan. 1.4-6). God granted the four men the wisdom they needed 
to effectively carry out the task, not just to satisfy the king’s obsession with power and 
control but to use the very circumstances to reveal God’s supernatural powers over all 
situations. 
Even Jesus as the head of the church prioritized the empowerment of leaders. 
Jesus not only personally chose the disciples (John 15.16) but was always hard at work 
equipping them with necessary skills he knew they needed for effective ministry 
leadership. Jesus also warns us of the danger of the blind leading the blind (Matt. 15.14), 
for the outcome of such will be catastrophic. While continuing to be the witnesses of 
Christ on earth, the apostles also gave special attention to the training of ministry 
workers, particularly those in leadership roles. Paul’s outlining of leadership qualities in 
his letter to his trainee, Timothy, is not just a mere listing of requirements but areas that 
ministry leaders must discover, acquire, and continuously sharpen. Thus Paul reminds the 
church that our leadership in ministry manifests itself through our gifts which God has 
apportioned to each and every member of the body of Christ called to be a servant leader 
(1 Cor. 12.28).    
Major Finding #2 - Character building and inculcating a Christ-like image in the 
life of a pastor should be the ultimate objective during the process of forming and 
shaping them for ministry leadership. 
Personal Observation   
During both individual and focus group interviews, the need for the pastors to 
exhibit good character that is exemplary to others and is built upon the teachings and 
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principles of Christ was highlighted. I noticed that particularly from the pastors whose 
denominations do not have a stipulated procedure for the requirement of academic 
theological training. While they do not undermine the importance of training and 
receiving relevant ministry qualifications, all is in vain if one’s behavior does not 
resemble that of Christ.  
As was observed from some of the responses of both executives of theological 
schools engaged in this study as well as senior church leaders who took part, one of the 
ways good character is instilled is by conducting specially crafted and well facilitated 
individual and group spiritual formation programs. According to the responses I noted 
from senior church leaders during the interviews, in-house ministerial formation vehicles, 
such as School of Vocation, Fellowship of Vocation, Ministerial Internship Program, as 
well as Apprenticeship Program as different denominations refer to them, are employed 
in order to ensure ongoing leadership development.  
From the responses of the emerging pastors interviewed, I also noted that 
devoting one’s life in the daily practice of faithfully studying the Holy Scriptures helps to 
form a Christ-like character in a pastor’s life. One of the best ways of putting to practice 
the above-mentioned habits is ensuring that a culture of servant leadership is cultivated as 
I observed that this particular leadership style came up repeatedly in the responses from 
pastors. 
Literature Review   
As strongly highlighted by study respondents, the need for ongoing cultivation of good 
Christian character is supported by much literature. Willimon reminds us that pastors are 
teachers of sound doctrine. As such, Willimon states, “Lacking a sense of the peculiar 
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shape of ministerial character, we become the victims of whatever cultural images of 
success happen to be in ascendancy at the moment” (302).  
This view addresses a question of celebrity culture in the field of ministry raised 
by research participants which seems to compromise the character of Christian ministry 
in general but also raises serious questions whether the motives for some to enter ministry 
are to faithfully serve God or, regrettably, to serve one’s selfish interests. 
Kraft says that the reason Christians must constantly work on developing their 
character is because, “character will stand the test of time and hold up when the wind 
howls and storm rages” (96). This call is to minister blamelessly by night and day. 
 Willimon states that, “pastors are expected to be exemplary Christians, and that a 
pastor’s exemplary moral life is an aspect of the pastor’s service to the people of God” 
(45). A leader’s life should exhibit high moral standards. While Stivers, et al 
acknowledges that finding relevant ethical norms or guidelines from Christian traditions 
to apply to particular situations is difficult, “having a good Christian leadership character 
also means having the ability to make ethical decisions on contemporary issues faced 
daily” (2). 
Biblical/Theological Framework   
One of the ways character formation for effective Christian leadership is achieved 
is through the practice of spiritual formation disciplines. The Bible presents to us a Jesus 
who not only taught about the power of spiritual renewal but actually demonstrated 
spiritual renewal many times to his immediate leadership team, the disciples, and even 
performed such in public (Luke 6.12). Engaging in a variety of spiritual practices, e.g. 
prayer, reading, and writing, as a way of forming exemplary character in a leader’s life 
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helps to achieve what Paul says Christians strive for, being transformation that comes by 
the renewal of the mind in order not to conform to worldly standards (Rom. 12.2). 
The above are biblical truths that seek to not only confirm the need for leading a 
godly life as expressed particularly by pastors and senior church leaders in this study, but 
these truths enable us to reflect on the lives of those who have gone before us and who 
have constantly engaged in similar practices, emerging victorious in their leadership 
journeys.    
In support of this fundamental practice that leads to meaningful and fruitful 
ministry leadership is one of Jesus’ members of his leadership team, Peter. Having 
witnessed a good character that Jesus not only taught but modeled throughout his earthly 
ministry, Peter strongly urges Christians to also practice a Christian leadership style that 
truly emulates the character of Christ (1 Pet. 1.5.2-3). When Paul wrote to the Galatians, 
he stated that all the work of cultivating their hearts was in order that Christ will be 
formed in them (Gal. 5.19), a desire that the interviewees of this study seem to also have 
in order to effectively serve their various ministry contexts as well. 
 
Major Finding #3 - Training of emerging pastors should be holistic enough both in 
grounding them with sound Bible and theology, as well as equipping and 
empowering them with other essential life and organizational leadership skills. 
Personal Observation  
As gathered from the individual responses of almost all participants of this study, pastoral 
leadership is being increasingly viewed not just as a Sunday job at the pulpit but rather 
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that a pastor is called to help people navigate through a variety of social challenges 
throughout the week as well. 
During this research project, respondents clearly held the Bible in high regard; 
hence, they expect it to be the primary source of their holistic empowerment. This 
expectation seems in line with Apostle Paul’s warning that as much as Christians are 
called to serve the world, Christians are also part of the world; therefore, Christians must 
guard against being trapped by the world through all sorts of tricks that have a potential 
to compromise their integrity and gospel truth. 
Interesting to note are the areas of training being covered by the four theological 
institutions from which the four executives interviewed were drawn.  These areas are in 
addition to the traditional theological fields that are normally covered in theological 
studies, the “so called” non-theological aspects have now been added. This addition 
seems to assert the view that effective pastoral leadership is realized not only by focusing 
on the narrow spiritual development of the potential leader but rather by ensuring that the 
training focuses on not only the heart but the head and hands as well. 
Literature Review   
As study participants have said that there was an urgent need to adopt a holistic 
approach when conducting training of pastors, Sider, et al. says that holistic formation 
will ultimately help to build holistic churches. Among the things that such a method will 
yield is that, “it will teach us a ministry vision that integrates discipleship, evangelism, 
and social action, and works toward both spiritual and social transformation” (Sider et al 
16). This view suggests that pastors of our era, given the complexities of our modern 
world, are in fact called to be catalysts for change of their immediate ministry 
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environments. Thus, Sider et al invites those who are called to ministry leadership to 
view ministry not just as work of the soul but rather as the kind of salvation that is 
concerned with material human needs as well. 
Noted from the responses of executives of theological schools interviewed, much 
effort is being made by schools to include life and organizational skills in their 
curriculum. This practice is in line with some of the literature reviewed in the early parts 
of this study, particularly Malony’s, who suggests that gone are the days when the pastor 
must only be viewed as teacher of the Word. Malony rather recognizes that the 
challenges faced calls for the pastor to not have a narrow view of a pastor’s role that 
might have been generally held thus far. He states that while priesthood is the common 
role that a pastor is better understood by, pastors also play the roles of prophets and kings 
as well (Malony 17).  
Therefore, the pastor must be able to perform in all three roles: (1) role of the king 
where governance is applied which requires administrative and organizational skills; (2) 
the pastor’s ability to lead by providing spiritual renewal; and (3) ability to ensure smooth 
operation of the organization called church where she or he would be leading. Supporting 
a view that the formation of leaders should be approached holistically is Reese and 
Loane. Referring to the research on Christian leadership with regard to the critical areas 
of a leader’s formation, Reese and Loane state that holistic formation essentially involves 
three areas, namely character formation, skill formation, and strategic formation. These 
areas seem to sum up what participants of this study said should be covered when 
training leaders (64).  
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To achieve the above, and by so doing fulfil not only an expressed need of the 
emerging pastors but an essential pre-requisite for pastoral leadership nowadays, 
Willimon suggests that more could be done at seminaries to ensure that the training being 
provided includes elements that will in the end produce leaders who are better equipped 
for more fruitful service (63).  
Biblical/Theological Framework   
Having a balance approach to ministry is evidenced in Jesus’ ministry to the 
world. Jesus understood that people’s needs were not of a spiritual nature only but 
materially as well. He did not only had compassion for the hurting (Matt. 14.14; Mark 
1.41) but for the sick, the poor, and the mistreated as well.  
The Bible says that God spoke many times through the prophets on issues of love 
and justice (Isa. 9.1-7; Jer. 31.31-34). Even when a complaint was brought to the 
Apostles about unfair distribution of food for the widows, the complaint was not simply 
ignored. Instead, a special team was formed to handle the matters of equitable 
distribution so that the Apostles focus could remain on the ministry of preaching and 
prayer (Acts 6.1-7). All of the above are indications that unless a holistic approach to 
serving God’s people exists, the ability to effectively lead in ministry contexts will 
remain in question. Hence, there is a need to ensure that ministry leaders are properly 
oriented on the diverse needs they may come across within their ministry contexts and be 






Major Finding #4 - Life events, as well as mentoring by seasoned ministry leaders, 
are some of the most powerful ways of training and forming emerging pastors for 
effective ministry leadership. 
Personal Observation  
In particular, responses from the interviewed senior church leaders highlighted 
not only the importance of the need to learn from those who have gone before but 
carefully thought-out programs and stipulated processes are needed in order to achieve 
such. Whether denominations follow such remains to be seen given my observation of 
poor ministry leadership that is still being witnessed even after many pastors have 
undergone intensive training from some of the highly recognized theological institutions 
in the country and beyond its borders. 
Pastors who were interviewed for this study who came from non-mainline 
tradition that do not require formal qualifications for ordination, their calling to ministry 
as well as their practice of ministry seems to be influenced by leaders that have gone 
before them even by continuously observing the seasoned leaders who are still active in 
ministry leadership. Although their involvement in this study seemingly awaked them to 
the urgency and importance of being properly equipped and empowered for ministry, 
these pastors seem to still maintain some level of confidence that their observation of 
others’ ministry experience, as well as personal and in particular tragic life events, have 
somewhat prepared them for ministry leadership roles.  
Also intriguing to observe was the awareness shown by pastors that were 
interviewed that one of the indictors of effective ministry leadership is the legacy that 
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leaders leave behind. This is achieved by continuously engaging in the task of leadership 
multiplication in order to ensure continuity of the kingdom plan on earth.   
Literature Review   
Sanders states that, “many who aspire to leadership fail because they have never 
learned to follow” (52). To follow may imply two things: paying attention to one’s own 
life journey, including events that might have shook and shaped one’s character, as well 
as careful observation of others’ life’s moments, particularly those that relate to 
leadership and lessons that could be learned from them.   
Another piece of helpful advice from literature drawn from other leadership 
development experts comes from Clinton. He rightly asserts the view that leadership 
development includes many critical elements that should be carefully and creatively 
designed to form the whole of the leader’s life. Clinton also stresses that leadership 
development includes all of life’s processes, not just formal training (15).  
As the study participants have said, the desire is to lead both a meaningful and 
fruitful personal life and ministry. Hence, the study of leadership patterns conducted by 
Clinton many years ago as shared by Reese and Loane is still relevant to our current 
times. The study revealed that Christian leaders either finish well or poor in their 
leadership journeys (225). One of the ways leaders will finish well is to pay attention to 
life events and draw helpful lessons from them.  
Derek Tidball cautions Christians to have the ability to discern good life lessons 
lest they become attracted to bad and toxic leadership behaviors. He reminds us that 
although the church in Hebrews was encouraged to have confidence in their leaders, 
Hebrews also implied that leaders ought to display a certain kind of acceptable behavior 
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in order for them to be deemed worthy of people’s confidence. Leaders must lead 
exemplary lives from which good lessons can be drawn to fruitfully influence others in 
their leadership journeys.  
Biblical/Theological Framework  
The habit of learning from those who have gone before as well as journeying 
alongside those who are in their leadership development process is a practice told through 
many stories of mentoring in the Bible. This practice not only includes empowering but 
also mutually beneficial relationships of mentors and mentees such as Moses and  Joshua, 
Naomi and Ruth, Elijah and Elisha, Jesus and  all the Disciples, Barnabas and Paul, and 
last but not least Paul and Timothy. 
The Bible records many leadership development experiences whereby Jesus’ 
disciples observed him performing certain acts and, therefore, learning from them. These 
were experiences in which the disciples themselves participated and thus getting 
empowered and equipped to effectively carry out their own ministry activities (John 2.17, 
Jesu’s zeal for prayer; John 4.2, Jesus allocates responsibilities; Matt. 9.9-13, Jesus 
spends time with sinners; Matt. 15.32-39, Jesus feeds thousands). Additionally, 
mentoring/coaching experiences happened between Jesus and the disciples (the twelve 
being sent out to minister and report back, Luke 9.1-10; Peter’s conversation with Jesus, 
Matt. 15.15-20; Jesus grants disciples their wish to be taught how to pray, Luke 11.1-12). 
 
Major Finding #5 - Belief that the training of pastors should be as practical as 
possible, so as to prepare them to read the signs of the times, and effectively minister 
in their unique ministry contexts. 
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Personal Observation   
In my engagements with the interviewees, the study became an eye opener for the 
pastors not only in terms of the necessity of the vocation of ministry among God’s people 
but whether or not their participation in such is making a positive difference in the lives 
of those being served. During the interviews, some pastors, in particular those who have 
received formal theological training to meet the requirements put forth by their respective 
denominations, did not shy away from reflecting critically on the curriculum of their 
studies. These pastors sharply raised questions of relevance to the unique ministry 
contexts which they were being prepared to serve.  
Some senior church leaders had boldness in expressing their dissatisfaction in that 
many theological programs still have a heavy influence from the western culture. As a 
result, their ministry candidates often have difficulty putting into practice seminary 
education in a real African ministry context given the unique and urgent bread and butter 
issues of the day that cannot be ignored during the practice of ministry. 
It seems, at least from the views expressed by pastors who belong to the 
independent ministries, that what they want are practical ideas that will not restrict them 
to certain orders and strict denominational protocols. Rather, pastors desire help that will 
enable them to meaningfully address the new age aspirations and help that make sense of 
who God is in their current life.  
Literature Review  
Since this study is concerned with the formation of pastors to serve the South 
African context, Kretzschmar suggests that theological seminaries should constantly ask 
themselves if the training they are providing sufficiently prepares pastors to serve their 
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ministry contexts. Doing thus avoids the necessity of the pastors and the sending 
churches having to question whether the many years spent in training is worth it.  
Other literature reviewed that is also in support of sound theological education 
comes from Marilyn Naidoo. She argues that ministerial formation is not an option but a 
must particularly in South Africa which is a deeply religious country with a significant 
percentage of Christians. Theological education ensures that religion, the Christian faith 
in this case, plays a critical role in supporting human rights, democracy, and development 
(2015; 19 (1): 164-188) 
This literature addresses the need of the study participants, particularly emerging 
pastors, that any ministry preparation should help develop the ability to be able to discern 
and interpret the signs of the time and what that means for their effective engagement 
with their unique ministry contexts. Pastors should be provided with ministry leadership 
training/formation with intentionality. 
Biblical/Theological Framework 
The preparation of people in the Bible who were chosen to serve in particular 
environments shows that the process was intentional as it took into consideration the 
circumstances that needed to be addressed at any point in time.  
Moses’s preparation, among other things, centered mainly on issues of law which 
he was to constantly receive from God and effectively communicate to God’s people 
(Exod. 3.12). Joseph was prepared with a view that he will ultimately become an 
administrator and governor of the state (Gen. 41.38). Deborah’s gift that was inculcated 
and harnessed was prophecy thus enabling her to rightly and wisely judge the nation 
wisely (Judg. 4.4). David was going to be a future king whose ascent to such a powerful 
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position was going to be tested with many battles to be fought, hence his challenges early 
on in his life included personal battles in the wilderness (1 Sam. 16.13).  
Daniel was going to be a problem solver, bringing meaning to life mysteries (Dan. 
5.11-12). Jesus’s purpose for coming to the world was announced, and he was to be the 
redeemer and savior of people from their sins (Luke 4.18). Apostle Paul was first put in 
the position of a destroyer, the biggest critic and enemy of the community of faith, but 
only to become the great apostle, a fearless defender of faith, and a church planter (Acts 
9.10-19). 
All of the above Bible characters who went before us have become shining 
examples of how intentional ministry leadership formation which will bear fruit ought to 
be approached and its benefits thereof.  
 
 
Ministry Implications of the Findings 
 
Impact of the study 
At a general level, the study influences and also causes critical reflection on the 
type of training conducted to form pastors for ministry leadership. In particular, those 
who design training programs will be challenged to pay special attention to the elements 
covered and thereby ensuring that the unique training needs expressed by the 
interviewees is taken into serious consideration. For instance, almost all pastors who 
participated in the study said while they still expect pastoral training to be grounded in 
Biblical truths and sound theology, training must also cover psychology, help pastors to 
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deal with their own traumatic experiences, and equip them with interpersonal and 
organisational leadership skills as well. 
Given the shortcomings of trainings provided by theological schools as indicated 
by both emerging pastors and senior church leaders, the challenge is upon the 
denominations themselves to create in-house ministerial leadership formation programs 
that will best meet the denominations’ needs. However, these programs must be guided 
by universal Biblical principles of best practices not only in the field of theology in 
general but in pastoral leadership in particular.  
 
Use of the study 
Personal. Both pastors who are in early stages of their ministry as well as those 
who have long been in the field will benefit greatly from this study. For emerging 
pastors, the study will serve as a resource they could continuously review and from which 
they will gain insights about the vocation of ministry they have decided to dedicate their 
life to pursue. Chances are that every pastor who will read this study will not only relate 
to most of the issues which are general concerns for ministry leadership formation but 
will also appreciate the ideas shared within which will in turn be tried and tested in one’s 
own journey of leadership development. On the other hand, seasoned pastors will also 
use the study to reflect on their ministry challenges. The study will help them to identify 
areas which could still be improved in keeping with the Christian belief that lives are 
never static and are always on a continuous journey of embracing change through self-
reflection, life-long learning, and giving a new and refreshing life. In addition, long 
serving pastors, particularly those occupying senior level roles who have the privilege to 
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lead others, will note pressing ministry issues contained in the study and avail themselves 
either as trainers, mentors, or simply encouragers who journey alongside emerging 
pastors in their quest for effectiveness.  
Denominational. While almost all senior church leaders who participated in this 
study value the education being provided by a variety of theological schools, they also 
spelled out areas of concern which they felt are not sufficiently covered during training. 
Denominations could use this study as the basis to engage institutions to not merely 
inform them of the training gaps that have been identified but be pro-active enough to put 
forward concrete proposals on how those gaps could be addressed. However, 
denominations themselves have not only an opportunity but the duty to ensure that in the 
end their pastors are of a high quality material. Drawing from the list of concerns and 
needs expressed among others, contextualisation of training, intentionality in training, the 
holistic nature of training, as well as ensuring that theory and practice go hand in hand all 
require special attention. While those denominations already running their own in-house 
professional development/ministry leadership formation initiatives could improve upon 
them, others could use the study to develop programs that will meet their pastoral 
leadership needs. 
Institutional. Irrespective of whether the methods employed for training are 
formal or non-informal, institutions could use the study as a reference point to inform 
their decisions on curriculum and experiences that address character not just knowledge. 
Thus, this study will help ensure that their offerings are not merely about elevating 
people to a status of being seminary graduates but making graduates ministry 
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practitioners who will be able to immediately use their knowledge with visible benefits in 
their various and often unique ministry contexts. 
 
Informing the practice of ministry 
The demographics of the emerging pastors in this study showed that some did not 
receive formal theological training in preparation for pastoral leadership. Others came 
from churches that have strict requirements for ordination. Whatever the needs be, 
minimum requirements for ordination is a question that the church will continue to 
grapple with. These requirements are also an area of special interest among the general 
public given a number of practices and questionable behaviors that are publicly displayed 
by a growing number of pastors. This behavior causes the general public, even 
congregants within various denominations, to question whether pastoral leadership is 
unregulated or not. 
Despite the above, all three groups of participants in this study share a common 
view that ministry leadership formation is achieved through a combination of methods. 
Although many churches do not require their pastors to receive a formal theological 
qualification as a prerequisite for ordination, formal theological education is still being 
generally viewed as essential if the church is to have a caliber of leadership generally 
desired for such a noble task. Therefore, all the methods that the study participants said 
help to shape, sharpen, and form them for ministry leadership, e.g., formal and informal 
education, in-house programs, and mentoring, all need to be taken full advantage of by all 




Limitations of the Study 
 
Unreached participants 
I had hoped that participants of the study would equitably reflect the population 
demographics of the country according to the racial groups as well as gender. While it 
was expected that black Africans would have the highest majority followed by coloreds, 
Indians (born in SA), and whites, such could not be achieved. No coloreds and whites 
took part in the study. Only one Indian pastor formed part of the nine emerging pastors 
interviewed and one Indian executive from a theological school was one of the four 
executives interviewed.  
Unfortunately, one executive, whose response I appreciated, declined to take part 
citing his contract terms and conditions with his institution as a reason. Although I made 
much effort to reach out to some executives of different race groups via email and even 
followed up with some phone calls, it was disappointing to experience complete silence 
from others.  
I believe the biggest challenge, which I assume was the reason I could not reach 
some on time and had to proceed with others due to time constrain, was because of the 
strictest lockdown regulations the country has ever experienced due to COVID-19. It 
seems that many people’s lives were re-ordered and, as a result, more people were 
working remotely, disrupting the normal and speedy communication processes with other 
people.  However, I supplemented the information gathered from direct interviews 
conducted with the four executives by visiting websites of a few theological institutions 
of the executives who could not be reached. 
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Gender representation is another area of concern. Out of the twenty-two 
participants of this study, only three were women. More could have been done to reach 
out to women as getting to hear their voices always provides a different perspective on 
any given matter which also enriches the conversation.  
Despite all of the above, I believe the benefits of this study will not be limited to 
certain groups of people. The content of the study, the problem that was being 
investigated, and even the questions posed to gather data was not biased to any particular 
racial group but rather the problem of Christian leadership development within the all-
inclusive practice of ministry.  
 
Change in administering instruments  
The twenty-two participants of the study belonged to three distinct categories, 
namely emerging pastors, senior church leaders, and executive of theological schools. A 
specific set of questions were administered with each category. While I am pleased that 
sufficient data was gathered, in future I would, however, have more similar questions 
posed to all participants. This change will not only help to see how participants’ stand 
points, perhaps based on their personal or ministry experience, influence their views on 










While not a complete surprise, though encouraging to note, was the high number 
of pastors interviewed who repeatedly mentioned that character building needed more 
attention in preparing those who are called to ministry leadership. On the issue of 
ministry that is geared more towards social action, character building was not a priority 
for emerging pastors yet senior church leaders interviewed highlighted it as critical 
during the shaping and forming process of pastors.  
Although these views may not be viewed as completely opposing, this difference 
might have to do with ministry experience which, for in instance, has taught senior 
leaders that holistic ministry that makes sense to people’s real life situations has to have a 
strong component of social justice that is approached from a Biblical and sound 
theological perspective. 
Regarding the elements covered in each of the theological schools of the 
executives interviewed including those whose information was obtained from their 
official websites, different methods are being followed to run their programs. Uniformity 
does not exist both in terms of the content covered as well as delivery of such. 
The highlight of interpersonal and organizational leadership skills as a necessity 
for pastors in this day in age was intriguing to hear as all three categories of participants 
of this research project raised this issue. Participants asserted the view that individuals 
and organizations/structures they are part of are, in fact, inseparable and efforts must be 






Changes in the Practice of Ministry 
As is the case in almost all sectors of society, things cannot remain static in the 
field of ministry. Change is not only necessary but inevitable when the time for the new 
life has come. All the data gathered in this study revealed a need to ensure that all 
initiatives that are created to facilitate deep and fruitful formation of pastors for effective 
ministry leadership, whatever form they take, do so in a holistic manner.  
Based on teachings of J. Robert Clinton (the making of a leader) and M. David 
Sills (hearts, hands, and heads), I have created and recommend the following model 
which summarizes a holistic approach to pastoral leadership training. Pastors at a 
personal level as well as denominations and theological schools could use this both as a 
basis for decision making with regard to their approach to pastoral formation in addition 
to a guide to measure the effectiveness of their training/formation programs. 
The model recommends an approach of any form of training, particularly for 
emerging pastors irrespective of their denominational affiliation that focuses on all 
critical aspects of training a Christian leader.  
The training of a leader with deep spiritual formation that is not geared towards 
the realization of one’s ministry leadership calling and which lacks intellectual capacity 
in terms of critical people and organizational leadership skills will likely not impact and 
holistically prepare one for effective pastoral leadership. Training that almost exclusively 
focuses on the intellectual aspect of a leader will result in church leaders who are highly 





Figure 5.1 Christian Leadership Formation Pyramid 
 




Figure 5.3 Christian Leadership Holistic Formation 
 
Future use of this Study and Areas to build on 
Pastors. There is high probability that issues, concerns, and aspirations raised by 
pastors from the data gathered during the interviews represent the views of many pastors 
who could not take part in this study. Therefore, pastors who aspire to lead effective 
ministry could use this study to reflect on the issues raised. They could then become 
champions of their own formation for ministry leadership by ensuring that they acquire 
the critical skills highlighted in this study, both by their peers, senior leaders, and scholar-
practitioners whose credentials makes their voices credible enough to speak on the 
subject matter. 
Denominations. Whether through in-house programs or those offered by 
theological schools of their choice, denominations must ensure that they play a proactive 
role to continuously and precisely express their needs for the training of emerging 
pastors. Doing thus allows them to avoid finding themselves on the receiving end of 
training outcomes which they will be unable to undo and risk wasting their often-scarce 
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resources trying to fix and fill in the gaps that could have been addressed much earlier in 
the process. 
Theological schools. Senior church leaders and emerging pastors interviewed in 
this study stated that some of the shortcomings of the providers of academic theological 
training, admired as they are, are in the practical aspect of their training. A need exists for 
training to be a balance between theory and praxis. For training to be effective, ongoing 
engagement with recipients of training based on a mutually beneficial relations is 
necessary.   
 
Beneficiaries of the Study  
Ultimately, pastors as primary consumers of information being communicated through 
various forms of training, senior church leaders as custodians of their denominations’ 
visions, missions, and ministry activities, as well as institutions as providers of training 
and education will benefit in various ways from this study. 
 
Postscript 
Before the Study  
The whole DMin journey has provided me an incredible opportunity to ask 
important questions about the vocation of ministry. Before I began this study, I was 
anxious about how the whole process will unfold and what the outcome will be. At first, I 
had more than one area of concern (problem) I wanted to spend time researching and 
writing about. To ultimately settle on one specific topic and title of this study with all the 
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professional help from the seminary, in particular the DMin office, was a relief. I found 
that this began to clear the direction in which the study was going to be heading.  
During the Study 
Being a principal investigator of the study was a joyful experience. I, however, 
realized that I was now at a point of no return and had to give it all to exercise my noble 
responsibility of gathering data and presenting it to the readers and potential 
beneficiaries. Thus, the process involved not just making my humble contribution to the 
body of knowledge but sharing ideas that will help to improve the practice of ministry. 
This study happen to be conducted when COVID-19 was impacting the whole world in a 
way that has never been experience before. I had to double my efforts to make sure that I 
was successful in reaching out to the selected study participants even though the 
pandemic had already started to negatively impact on our back-and-forth communication 
and turnaround time which was longer than usual. This challenge was a difficult for all. I 
am so grateful for the ongoing support I received, particularly from my dissertation coach 
who was always available to guide me all the steps of the way. While I am very grateful 
and deeply enriched with all the interactions I had with all study participants, I am also 
sad that one of the senior church respondents passed away not long after I had 
interviewed him. May his soul rest in eternal peace for I know how much he valued this 
study and even mentioned that he was looking forward to its outcomes and putting them 






After the study  
The study is now complete, at least in terms of the parameters that had been set, 
and I am joyful. I do realize that this is just a small piece of a big puzzle. This project 
will, indeed, be worth celebrating but with full realization that the journey continues.  
As a pastor myself who is also a senior leader (bishop) of our denomination and 
therefore charged with the responsibility of developing others, I am more aware of the 
task of trying to sync up formal education and practical training that I will be faced with. 
Despite usually high levels of enthusiasm, my general observation was that many pastors 
become frustrated when they enter the field of practice. This frustration is caused largely 
by somewhat poor preparation of pastors during their formal training to sufficiently 
orientate them to contextual ministry realities.  
Adding to the problem is probably the manner in which denominations view their 
environments, organizational and ministry challenges, prioritize their needs, and even 
allocate their resources. As a result, a general neglect of pastors exists who are often left 
to navigate their ways on their own. 
Perhaps denominations view the training of pastors as a once off task (event) that 
is “fulfilled” upon graduation and not as an ongoing process which requires regular 
environmental scanning, critical reflection, and constantly coming up with new and more 
appropriate ways to do ministry. This might require paying close attention to specific and 
unique cases pastors regularly face. In this regard, coming alongside and helping pastors 
to effectively utilize their acquired theory (knowledge and skills) on a case by case basis 
might be one of the ways of helping pastors to appropriately engage and respond to their 
unique ministry contexts. 
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Also coming out of this very study are more topics of interest on which I strongly 
desire to dedicate my life to further investigate, write, and teach on. Of course, I do feel 
that my level of confidence in my handling of the problem researched has improved. 
Drawing on all the whole DMin program’s materials, particularly the discoveries from 
this study, I feel I am better equipped and empowered to make a meaningful contribution 
to the practice of ministry in general and to Christian leadership development for 
emerging pastors in particular. 
 






APPENDIX - A 
 
Participants: Emerging Pastors Individual & Focus Groups Interview Questions 
 
Demographic Information                                                                         CODE NAME:__________ 
 
a. Age Range:   20-29,  30-39,  40-49,  50 and above 
 
b. Gender:   Male______ Female_________ 
 
c. Education background: Informal Training _______ Formal Training 
 
d. Highest level of education: ________________________ 
 
d. Years in ministry:  1-10 years________ 
 




1. What does Christian leadership development/formation mean to you?  
 
 
2. What aspects should be covered in the process of forming/developing a Christian leader to prepare 
them for ministry leadership? 
 
 




4. Was your training formal or informal, please explain? 
 
 




6. In your view, what are the missing aspects (gaps) in the training programmes offered by theological 
schools to emerging pastors/Christian leaders? 
 
 





APPENDIX - B 
 
Interview Protocol Questions for Executives of Theological Schools 
 
1. What is your understanding of Christian leadership development/formation, particularly emerging 
pastors? 
 
2. What is your institution’s promise to the general public in terms of forming emerging 
pastors/Christian leaders, i.e, what types of leaders do you promise to produce? 
 
3. What are the most critical areas emerging Christian leaders/pastors need to be trained/formed, in to 
be able to better serve the South African context? 
 
4. What aspects does your institution cover during the training of emerging Christian leaders/pastors? 
 
5. What, if any, gaps have you identified in your training programmes, and how in your opinion will 
addressing them will help produce more effective/fruitful Christian ministry leaders/pastors?  
 
6. Any other comments? 
 
Please rate your personal view on the following aspects of ministry candidacy: (tick one box) 
 
Theological School Inventory (TSI), (Malony, H. Newton. Leadership Paradox. 1998) 
 





1.1 INTELLECTUAL CONCERN: A 
leader has a learning posture, value 
studying and teaching others 
    
1.2 SELF-FULFILLMENT: A leader 
regularly practices spiritual 
disciplines (prayer, meditation, 
spiritual reading, etc.) for spiritual 
formation and growth 
    
1.3 LEADERSHIP: A leader gives 
direction of and vision for local 
church/ministry 
    
1.4 EVANGELISTIC OUTREACH: A 
leader is able to convince and convert 
people to Christian faith 
    
1.5 SOCIAL REFORM: A leader is 
concerned for justice and ethical 
actions in the community 
    
1.6 SERVICE TO PERSONS: A leader 
helps the poor and less fortunate 
    
1.7 ACCEPTED BY OTHERS: A leader 
who has approval of others based on 
his/her work and character  




APPENDIX – C 
 
Interview Protocol Questionnaire with Senior Church Leaders  
 
1. How do you understand Church Leadership development? 
 
2. What processes does your church follow to prepare someone for ministry leadership / pastoral 
leadership? 
 
3. What does your denomination consider as the most critical aspects in which the leader/future pastor 
must be prepared/trained/formed to ensure he/she is effective in his/her ministry/church leadership? 
 
4. What do you expect theological institutions to cover in their pastoral training? 
 
5. What gaps have you identified in the training being provided by theological institutions, and how 
are augmenting such? 
 
6. Any other comments? 
 
Please rate your personal view on the following aspects of ministry candidacy: (tick one box) 
 
Theological School Inventory (TSI), (Malony, H. Newton. Leadership Paradox. 1998) 
 





1.1 INTELLECTUAL CONCERN: A 
leader has a learning posture, value 
studying and teaching others 
    
1.2 SELF-FULFILLMENT: A leader 
regularly practices spiritual 
disciplines (prayer, meditation, 
spiritual reading, etc.) for spiritual 
formation and growth 
    
1.3 LEADERSHIP: A leader gives 
direction of and vision for local 
church/ministry 
    
1.4 EVANGELISTIC OUTREACH: A 
leader is able to convince and convert 
people to Christian faith 
    
1.5 SOCIAL REFORM: A leader is 
concerned for justice and ethical 
actions in the community 
    
1.6 SERVICE TO PERSONS: A leader 
helps the poor and less fortunate 
    
1.7 ACCEPTED BY OTHERS: A leader 
who has approval of others based on 
his/her work and character  





APPENDIX - D 
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
TITLE 
Ministry Formation of Emerging Christian Leaders 
SUBTITLE 
Equipping emerging leaders to minister among the marginalized 
 
You are invited to be in a research study being conducted by Sithembiso Hlophe 
from the Asbury Theological Seminary. You are invited because you fall within one of 
the three categories of the study respondents, namely; emerging pastor, denominational 
senior leader, principal of a theological training institution or his/her designate.  
 
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to take part in the study on 
certain days and times and locations to be specified during the three months of the study. 
You will be expected to participate either in two focus groups sessions, lasting two hours 
each to be held over the period of the study, as well as individual interviews lasting for at 
least one hour thirty minutes each.  
 
If anyone else is given information about you, they will not know your name. A 
number or initials will be used instead of your name.  
 
If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, please tell Dr Thomas 
Tumblin, my research advisor at tom.tumblin@asburyseminary.edu.  If you decide at any 
time you do not want to finish the study, you may stop whenever you want. 
 
 
You can ask me, Sithembiso Hlophe or Dr Thomas Tumblin, questions any time about 
anything in this study.   
 
Signing this paper means that you have read this or had it read to you, and that you want 
to be in the study. If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper. Being in 
the study is up to you, and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper or even if you 
change your mind later. You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is 
being done and what to do.   
   
 
                                                                        ___                                                       
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study                                     Date Signed  
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